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DIABOLOGIC
... I'm a stranger here myself. It’s been aeons 

since I've flown solo with a genzine and the last 
flight was on AWRY, which circled over the Los Angeles, 
California area until it crash-landed with the 10th 
issue in January, 1976. Earlier, starting back when 
the Sixties began, the terrain was more rugged as 
FHCSNIX circled over the woods, lakes, and mountains of 
the Adirondack Park in upstate New York. And now here 
I am, deep in the middle of the Wimpy Zone, launching a 
i±iird solo (ie: not coedited) genzine in the middle of 
try third decade in fandom.

You'd think by now that I'd know whether I wanted 
to do one of these daw things or not. Isn't the story 
always the same?4. 1‘ announcement of new genzine-ex
pressed with great enthusiasm and overtones of Newness, 
2* being typically famiiah, the first issue is late, 
3* genzine issuance progresses to the point where,-a) 
you can do it in your sleep, or b) you're spending too 
much time trying to think of a different way of doing 
it, and 4« you reach the point where almost any other 
hobby takes on an aura of temptation. Many titres I 
have come close to opting for sky-diving, bobbing for 
oxygen, or rewriting the bible in iambic pentameter — 
any thing — just to get away from facing one more blank 
stencil.

Well,' there won't be any more blank stencils, nor 
filled ones, either. This* is because the new electron
ic typewriter is self-correcting provided I feed it a 
normal diet of paper products. If I feed it strange 
and unwholesome things such as mx-impregnated fibers, 
it. suffers an Inmediate vitamin deficiency and fails to 
be useful in correcting my screwups. My first thought 
was that I would feed it paper, magically transfer 
what's on paper to an unwholesome sheet of plastic 
called an electrostencil, and for only about a dime 
more per page I would provide you with a finished pro
duct which was both grayer and grainier than what you 
would otherwise receive.

Isn't that great?
Ghod, I hate typing stencils...
My second thought was to go for cheap xerography, 

but after checking out the cost I may go back to niy 

first thought.
Policy. Policy has absolutely nothing to do with 

reality. "My policy is to have no policy", said Abra
ham Lincoln. Ckay, I won't have one, either. Instead, 
I just have these beginning thoughts: I'tn publishing 
for the fun of it, I'd like to have this kind of fun 
three or four times a year, and it's time once again to 
have a fanzine which more than about thirty people at a 
time can enjoy after kicking off their shoes and acquir
ing something tall and wet with ice cubes in it. Back
ground music enhances it, too; tills first issue was 
pressed with Hie Moody Blues, Hoyt Axton, Jinny Buffett, 
Jean-Michel Jarre, Vangelis, Alan Parsons Project, and 
whatever the writers and artists used, hit you'll have 
to make do with whatever suits you.

Well, that's enough on the joys of mechanics and 
the mechanics of policy, except to note that this fan
zine supports D.U.E. — Disseminate Unpublished Egoboo. 
What this means is that the contributors will see all 
comment which the letter writers make concerning their 
material, whether they want to or mt. After 24 years 
of pubbing my ish I may not be able to do it right, but 
I can do it better, In the meantime, i'll keep think
ing on how to do it right (current ponderings in that 
regard lead me to suspect that I should locate a job 
which pays enough that I can afford to Go Offset. Al
ternative thoughts include becoming a magician or re
gretting that 1 sold my handgun when I left Los Angeles. 
["All right, nobody move. You, take this camera-ready 
copy and fill tills bag with a couple hundred stapled 
copies of fine-quality Litho. If you include any set
off or bleed-through. I'll pierce your ear with a hole 
big enough to thread art anchor chain. No false moves, 
and don't underlnk."])

Ghod, I hate running a mimeograph...
But I love producing a fanzine ... they are pro

duced, aren't they? Isn't that the right word? They're 
more than written or edited, a bit less than orchestra
ted, and somewhat different- than directed. The fan term 
is 'pubbing your ish', which sounds vaguely obscene, and 
as Dean Grermell will tell you: if there's anything I 
can't stand, it's vagueness. Because this is a hobby
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Editorial, by

Dave Locke

publication 1 idly considered the terms 'hobbing your 
pub' or 'hobpubbiug*, but we can all be thankful that 1 
then ran out of Everyday Scotch and managed to sober up 
before seriously proposing it or even just accepting it 
as my own. 'Doing' is a good word. I love doing a 
fanzine.

Of course, since generating the wonderful and sub
lime Idea of doing a genzine, and then announcing it, 1 
joined the Excuse of the Month Club in an attempt to 
cope with the subject of why this first issue is not 
dated January. Lon Atkins called to ask if 1 was ready 
for the second installment of his coltmri. Al Curry sat 
right here next to me, drinking my Irish, and referred 
to TIME AND AGAIN as a "great mythical fanzine". 
Jackie Causgrove, who lives with me and has been known 
to remain absolutely quiet when I fall behind on any of 
my household tasks except making coffee in the morning, 
has taken to pointing at me and saying "Fanzine: nag, 
nag, nag, nag, nag" and to laughing uproariously, es
pecially when someone else mentions the subject In her 
presence. This is all very eniarrassing. I especially 
dislike it when she escalates the laughter as a conse
quence of try trotting out the excuses. I've taken 
every applicable selection offered by the Excuse of the 
Month Club (I've been sick, 1 got a promotion, I've 
been working & Lot of overtime, I have to segue to meet 
ny apa deadlines, I've run out of scotch, etc., etc., 
and Sc on), and even in desperation a few that weren't 
overly applicable (try car is double-parked, I have a 
plague of hangnails, I’m thinking of having a midLife 
crisis just to get it out of the way, l‘m waiting for 
Avedon Carol to ask my assistance in finding ballots 
cast by fans who tell me they wnder why their name 
wasn't on her list of TAFF voters, and Bill Bowers is 
filling me in on his vacation, personal business, and 
sitdr-leave schedule so that I can have material ready 
for his weekly fanzine), and have decided that when I 
do another genzine title in the 1990s I will not 
announce an initial publication date. In the meantime 
1 cope best with all this abuse by hanging my head in 
shame and by standing around wondering what to do with 
ny hands. To be frank about it, however, thus far this

Okay, now, avaryone's got their cplumna in. I know 
where all the artwork in going. All I heed now 1b thie 
editorial. I'm Hitting here at the typewriter . . , 
fingera on the keys . . . Blaring at the blank page . . . 
ready to let'er rip. Venalree Bob, any second now the 
golden prose is gonna well up and spill out onto the 
page . . . and a one, and a two ... I can feel it 
coming . . . lt'o building . . . it's a real Mother.

Diuttnit, it was just a tart I

strategy has not worked overly well.
I guess there's no choice, or at least certainly 

no peace, to be had in doing anything o^her than get
ting a round tuit.

Whatever happened to publishing just for the fun 
of it?

Ghod, I hate deadlines ... but I keej> running into 
them over and over, time and again. Perhips I need to 
juggle my time a little more skillfully.

When I see the fannish (and professional) juggling 
team of Cosmos & Chaos, they appear to be working 
either just for the fun of it or also to collect money 
for numerous fan instltutlons/fan charities (though no 
longer for two of them, but that's a different couple 
of stories).

I know that when I watch them perform, It’s quite 
a show. As long as they're anywhere within eyesight 
ftns can't help but watch them, no matter hew interest
ing the conversation is or was. The skill and shownan- 
ship of Steve Leigh (Cosmos) and Ro Lutz-Nagey (Chaos) 
generates a fascination within the audience, which 
heightens as they escalate their performance.

Between games of our fair-weather Sunday morning 
tennis matches, Steve Leigh,will often juggle with his 
graphite racket and our three pressureless tennis balls. 
People walking down the street will stop to gawk. Be
tween judging periods at the 1982 Chicon IV masquerade 
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Steve and Ko and their juggling act generated over 
$1,000 from fannish gawkers. $500 went to TAFF-U.S., 
$250 to TAFF-U.K., and $250 to DUFF (the Latter two 
were acknowledged with thanks; the first wasn't even 
acknowledged). Diuring interludes at parties Steve will 
juggle such disparate objects as chess pieces, scarves, 
vegetables, and one of his shoes. Conversation may 
haltingly continue, but eyes — as though magnetized 
— will turn his way.

I’ve seen, live or on videotape, Cosmos and Chaos 
doing one of their acts at Midwest conven
tions. They juggle all. the usual gear, and then they 
start mixing it up. They’ll juggle items provided by 
the onlookers, they'll juggle bowling bolls, they'll 
juggle most anything.

And then they'll escalate.
They'll juggle with knives, with flaming torches, 

and with hatchets.
That's when, for me, their performance moves from 

provoking fascination.to also provoking an anticipatory 
dread. I've had much-the same feeling when watching an 
auto race, or Evil Knievel, or when receiving mail from 
the IRS. I want to look, but I don't. My eyes are 
drawn but my instincts want to pull away. 1 envision 
the worst while seeing the best. My emotions balance 
on a razor edge and I seem constantly at the ready for 
mental flight. My eyelids are steeling themselves to 
slam shut and be padlocked to my cheeks.

As much as I. can admire their performances, and be. 
entertained and fascinated and thrilled, and appreciate 
their sometimes unacknowledged generosity in raising 
money for famish causes, at a certain point in the 
escalation of some performances their act prompts me 
to ask: why? Wiry carry it that far toward hazardous 
possibilities? Why stand up to the dark side and tweak 
it that much? What they can do is ballsy and gutsy and 
disturbingly enthralling, but ... but, obviously, I had 
a question. I

I asked it of Ro.
Before 1 asked, I had read Ro's ENERG1IMEN #16 ar

ticle. I had found it Interesting, but unilluminating 
on the subject. Back in 1981 I had referred to his ar
ticle as "talking down to your readers and losing con
trol in trying to describe a 'mystical' experience." 
Ro was less than pleased with this response and didn't 
hesitate to show it. This was his right, just as it 
was my right, in being critical, to expose the reader 
to a choice between my being perceptive or merely too 
dense to comprehend. Ro made his choice, 1 respected 
it, we had a few drinks, and we discussed the question 
that lurked in my frontal lobes.

Hie question you-know. Hie answer I understood. 
I think. In sum it boils down to ten words, with peri
pheral explanation/wordage not adding to or subtracting 
from my understanding. But when I reach mental fingers 
to. touch that ten words of explanation, sometimes I 
grasp them and sometimes they skitter away.

What he told me was: -1 wanted to do something to 
make time slow down."

That's as intriguing an explanation for courting 
danger as I've ever run across.

On the surface, when approached with casual atten
tion, Ro's explanation might be cast aside as jejune, or 
non sequitur, or jaded recklessness. Beneath the sur
face, when approached with a snorkle, his answer gives 
me pause. Beneath the surface, when skindiving, I come 
up with treasure that perhaps even Ro couldn't help to 
identify. His explanation Is as apt as it needs to be, 
as unsatisfactory as anyone wants to make it, as multi
faceted as you want to interpret it, and as open-ended 
as the struggle for tomorrow's segment of mortality.

From "General Rod Never Screamed", by Eric Mayer, 
in RAFFLES #8, August 1984 (editors Larry Carmody & Stu 
Shiftman): "I floated to the dentist. They say that 
time passes quickly when you're having fun. If the re
verse is true It must be possible to achieve subjective

Well, here 1+ Is, 1985 ... time for another weekend of 
CFG New Year parties. Everywhere you look are old 
friends with smiling faces...

How about It, Al? You managing to have a good time, 
are ya'?



imnortality in a dentist's chair. Dental patients, like 
deep space voyagers, must emerge from the office younger 
than those they left behind in the waiting room. An es
pecially tortured patient might even have the satisfac
tion of seeing his dentist wither with age as he worked.'

Francis Bacon, Essays 25 "Of Dispatch": "to choose 
time is to save time."

Goethe, Spruche in Prosa Pt. iii: "Time is itself 
an element."

Seneca, Epls tulse and Lucilium Epls. 1, sec. 3: 
"Nothing is ours except time."

Rudy Rucker, "Master of the Incomplete", a meeting 
with Kurt Godel, SCIENCE 82, 10/82: "On another occas
ion, I askedj 'What causes the illusion of the passage 
of time?' Godel did not speak directly to this ques
tion, but to the question of what my question meant, 
that is, why anyone would even believe that there is a 
perceived passage of time at all. He went on to relate 
the idea of getting rid of the passage of time to the 
struggle to experience the One Mind of mysticism. Fin
ally he said this: 'The Illusion of the passage of 
time arises from the confusion of the given with the 
real. Passage of time arises because we think of occu
pying different realities. In fact, we occupy only 
different givens. There is only one reality.'"

Robert Sheckley, through a character in DRAMOCLES: 
"It seems to me that you need a good irrational 
approach, since, if rationality could serve you, I'd 
have had the matter solved already."

Much to think about. Or not, as it strikes you.

When 1 was a young man, back in the Pliocene epoch 
of the Tertiary period, my father told me about "the 
flat, unvarnished truth." My understanding was that he 
considered this to be the best kind. Better than tire 
plain, unadorned truth or even the simple truth, either 
of which have the appearance of being adequately exposi

tory.
What he told me, In part, was that although the 

means tend to be suspect if they don't achieve the 
ends, that the ends do not justify the means, and that 
the only thing you can hang onto in steering a course 
is "the flat, unvarnished truth." The curved and var
nished kind is too slippery, and should be saved for 
tall tales when drinking with friends.

That was all good advice, and accepting it lias 
allowed me to be comfortable in living with myself. In 
the final analysis, as the old bromide goes, it's not 
whether you win or lose that counts but how you play 
the game.

Anyone who deals with people for a living, as I 
have in so many fields — the tourist trade, bartend
ing, purchasing, recruiting, and customer service, 
among others — encounters more types of people than 
they would elect to deal with under more casual, avo- 
cationally elective circumstances.

April marks the 24th anniversary of the month 1 
stumbled into fandom after having walked around it for 
three years. It is as good a hobby for me now as it 
ever was, but I've decided that I need to fine-tune it 
a little. A socially interactive hobby is only as 
good as the people you're dealing with, and as 1 
get grayer I find myself progressively less willing to 
have an open door policy on who I deal with when I come 
home, yank off my tie, and slip into my hobby mode. 
Any elective activity implies choice. I choose, there
fore, to be more selective in dealing with the people 
1 already know, in a circumstance where it is unneces
sary and counterproductive to deal with anyone at all 
if I view them as being, shall we say, avid believers 
that the end justifies the means.

The other day a friend of mine divulged the old 
news that there are some in general fanzine fandom who 
are rather unhappy with me. I was drinking at the 
time and met this disclosure with habitual effrontery.

Good, good ... auld lang syne to you too, Al.
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Any of the following three multiple-choice responses 
would serve to be consistent with ray mindset:

A. Fine. Let’s keep it that way. 
B. I don’t care. (That's what we 

need around here is snore apathy; 
but then, who cares?)

C. I’ll just bet they are...

What is the subject which has brought about this 
state of affairs, you wonder?

TAFF. The Trans Atlantic Fan Fund.
Z-axzzzsnortazEzzgnrpzzzszaa...zzzz.. .hnph?.. .zzzz 

.. .m. . .argh.. .huh.. .ah ... excuse me, I dozed off for 
a nranent there. You would, too, if you've been in gen
eral fanzine fandom Lately, reading a terrage of dis
contented wrdwhipping.

As TIME Ai® AGAIN is an uncertified eclectic fan
zine, even, unto the mailing list, you may have beat 
spared the sight of whole trees being pulped in a 
single round of wordage. If not, please feel fortunate 
to note that this is all you'll see of the subject 
here; next issue, for example, this spot in the editor- 
Lal will begin to cover areas of broader appeal like 
maybe sex or isilcorn baiting.

What? Well, yes, sten the tide of hate and dis
content ebbed down to bearable proportions it did in
deed expose an issue. Or, an Issue. For some the 
waters of subjectivity are at high tide even as I swim 
through tois metaphor, but the tip of tire issue still 
emerges. It pokes through in cements from such fans 
as, for example ...

Canadian fan Mike Glicksohn: "It's fairly clear 
to me what Is happening here. On the one hand we have 
the fanzine fans who believe that fan funds are a re
ward for service to international fandom and for whom 
said service Is almost exclusively through the pages of 
shared fanzines. 1 lean towards this view of the funds 
myself.

"At the same time, though, and unlike my more ar
dent fanzine fannish friends, I’m willing to admit that 
the very nature of the fan funds has changed In recent 
years. So on the other hand we have the con fans who 
feet that the fan fund candidate should be somebody they 
want to send, not necessarily somebody the foreign fens 
want to meet. 1 don’t really like that view of things, 
but I accept that It’s at least as valid ss my own ideas 
and that the people who feel that way are contributing 
probably a majority of the money that Is currently mak
ing the funds work.

”1 think the fanzine fans are (rightfully) feeling 
threatened by the con fans and are trying to preserve 
the nature of the fan funds as it has traditionally 
been. ! don't blame thorn for that (because 1 hate to 
see it change as well) but I think It's downright stupid 
to try end stand Canute-like in face of the waves of 
change. ... Martha has every right to be on th® ballot 
and the changing nature of the fan funds makes the cam
paign In her name quite legitimate. ... People like 

rich brown and the Nielsen Haydens obviously don't take 
such an understanding view as I do. They're faced with 
a drastic change in something they care about and they're 
not accepting it at all, i fold Patrick I thought his 
SINGING THE MARSEILLAISE was Ill-advised, that It would 
have been better to campaign for keeping TAFF the old 
way than against changing it to accomodate the new group 
of people Interested In It. We’ll see how my somewhat 
heretical opinions are received In the bastions of fan
zine fandom...

“Thought your TRYING TO REASON WITH HURRICANE SEA
SON did a more than capable Job of replying to SINGING 
THE MARSEILLAISE. Specifically in th® statistical de
partment where you cer.te'niy laid s number on the oppo
sition.”

British fan Paul Skelton: "At the BOSFA party they 
were asked If they'd voted yet. They replied that they 
hadn't, because they couldn't make up their minds who to 
vote for. They were Informed that It didn't matter who 
they voted tor, as long as they voted, for every vote 
made it less likely that the write-In candidate might 
win, might get an overall majority, and the main thing 
was to prevent the write-In candidate winning.

"The point being, stated at its most reasonable, 
that UK fanzine Tans don't want a TAFF delegate foisted 
upon them that they don’t know from Adam - and to pre
vent this It's OK to persuade people to vote who also 
don't know any of the candidates from Adam? Weil, It's 
alright tor us, for fanzine fans to do It in order to 
protect our own Interests, but it's wrong when it's pri
marily convention fans voting for their candidate? Dave, 
I can't really believe this is happening. Are we fanzine 
fans juch shitheads?

“Let’s face it, we invented the game. We worked out 
the rules. Bloody Heil! We've stacked the deck, enough 
In our own favour as it is, the least we can do is try 
to follow through on the spirit of the rules we've set 
up. I mean, the nomination requirements make it diffi
cult for a convention fan to get nominated In the first 
place - look at the trouble Marthe had. Then, Just to 
make certain w® have 30-401 of the voters who will sure 
as shooting vote for the fanzine fan because they are In 
the receiving territory and they only have ever heard of 
fanzine fans. Even the convention fens in this country 
haven't heard of the names of strictly convention fans 
In the USA.

“We say it's open to anybody In fandom. But let 
some of the convention fans take us seriously, let them 
take us at our word and we get awfully uptight and Imme
diately start muttering about Bob Mad Ie and crying foul. 
Why can't they be satisfied Just to keep giving us their 
money so that us and our buddles can pass it around be
tween us like we have been doing? It's really Just for 
us! W® only say It's for them too so that they’ll give 
us the money.

"But how else to explain such fatuous lines as that 
on Patrick & Teresa’S SINGING THE MARSEILLAISE, about 
Brits having the right to decide what qualifies a



candidate, and about having those opinions circumvented 
(Jeezus, I can't even believe this choice of wordsl) by 
an appeal to sheer weight of numbers. This Is terrorist 
talk - argument from moral conviction. I think this 
and to hell with whether or not I'm In a minority, I 
have the right to enforce my opinion on the democratic 
majority (the sheer weight of numbers) because I have 
an absolute belief In my own rightness.

"Well, I don't care whether It was the UK adminis
trators, or the body of UK fandom they were talking 
about, the fact Is that NONE OF THEM/US have any right 
to the decision on what qualifies a candidate. That 
decision was taken from us when the few rules we have 
were set down. Any fan qualifies as a candidate. We 
can decide on which of the qualified fans we want to 
see, we can even decide on whether the candidate Is 
qualified or not (Ie: Is she a fan or Is she Just the 
current administrator's American Aunty?), but we have 
absolutely no right to decide what qualifies a fan.

"It seems to me we tanzine fans are all for the 
openness and spirit of TAFF right up until the moment 
when it begins to look like our chosen candidate might 
possibly not win, at which point we stop counting the 
contributions and start muttering darkly about "Bob 
Madle” and "Sheer Weight Of Numbers", and “Remember when 
It was fun?“ Oh, we'll say on the one hand that what we 
want Is more "Involvement", but when It comes to the 
crunch there Is 'Involvement', and then there Is 'In
volvement'. Our 'Involvement' Is a well contested race, 
which gets lots and lots of good old fanzine fans 
participating. Then the winner Is chosen by democratic 
process. Get them fucking **CON** fans Involved though 
and then the 'Involvement' becomes something distaste
ful, In which the 'winner' (you should excuse the word)

Maybe it's Just me ... but I can't help feeling that fandom seems to have a 
disproportionately large number of assholes running amok.

9 amm 

has circumvented the correct result by sheer weight of 
numbers.

"It seems to me that the bulk of fandom, fanzine 
fandom that Is, is really only Interested In the Invol
vement of fanzine fans. Oh, we're quite happy to take 
anybody's money, as long as they don't try to get too 
Involved In things. Fanzine fandom Is a firm supporter 
of The First Rule tn Its Interpretation of the 'spirit 
of TAFF'. Fanzine fandom says to fandom In general, 
"You pay for the ticket - we'll decide who uses It." 
Unfair? Well, the very best Interpretation Is: "You 
pay for the bulk of the ticket and we'll let you help 
select which of the candidates we deem suitable gets to 
use It.

"If TAFF is Just for the benefit of fanzine fans 
then we must say so quite clearly. Then, if on that 
basis convention fans are still mugs enough to give to 
our 'charity', then fair enough, though I suspect far 
less of them will be so ready."

U.S. fan Eric Mayer: "It Is Impossible today to 
know everyone tn fandom, Impossible even to publish a 
fanzine reaching a significant portion of all fandom. A 
solution I seem to see - not one I approve - Is to avoid 
the reality of the situation by redefining "fan" to In
clude only those people you can and want to communicate 
with. Thus, convention fans are not fans, or fans who 
publish fanzines with I Iios aren't fans, or fans who 
don't go to cons aren't fans, in other words, only your 
friends are trufans and everyone else Is a fraud. This 
Is simpler, I guess, than admitting that there are a lot 
of good and Interesting people out there who you Just 
don't have time or resources to reach, or admitting (and 
perhaps this is more to the point) that although your 
friends might think highly of you, much of fandom doesn't 

(continued 
on page 12)
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Airplanes are good sources of natter. I've written 
perhaps more than my share of airplane stories, having 
done a fair bit of cornnercial traveling in tire past de
cade. But I've never told a real disaster story. May- 
be I've been lucky, or maytie if I'd had one the odds 
were thin I'd be in a position to write (unless they 
lend typewriters to the inmates in Heil).

Last week I made a business trip to New Jersey, mid 
now I'm in a position to tell a story about what I will 
call "the face of disaster"...

It lias nothing to do with New Jersey. I went ex
pecting that the Rockford Files nuiher might be true. 
Gamer gets in a rental car at the Newark Airport, finds 

the turn Indicators aren't working and makes a hand sig
nal. Iranediately sane punk leaps off the curb and 
appropriates Garner's wrist watch. When Garner leaps 
from his car to pursue the thief, two men eteal Ms car. 
The ultimate insult is trying to explain to the Newark 
pplice why he left his car with keys in the ignition iti 
a known crime zone.

For me, New Jersey went fine. I wets met at the 
airport and whisked into the idyllic Jersey country
side. The motel adjoined an excellent restaurant. All 
objectives of the trip were accomplished. New Jersey 
wasn't the disaster; that came on the trip tack.

I was on a 707 nonstop. Fortune had brought me an
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aisle seat in smoking, about the third row from the tall 
of the plane, and no seat inate. Such a blessing on a 
long trip, and the only thing, that saved me, ultimately. 
I felt rather good about the circumstances, settling 
back to read NOSTRCW and sip Sauvignon Blanc as the 
airmiles mounted.

Third row from the tail isn’t such good strategic 
placement, however. The Johns are In the tail and 
there’s Lots of human traffic. That’s how I came un
comfortably close to the face of disaster.

The drink cart had just started its appointed 
rounds. My bottles of chilled white wine — Chablis, 
this trip — were standing proudly on the tray before 
me. One bottle was already open, the better to be en
joyed. I’d lit a ciggy and all looted good for the 
cruise back to Ellay.

From the rear of the plane, where she had apparent
ly been occupied in a WC when the drink cart started, 
came a rather large woman. Not tallj just large. She 
stopped behind the cart, which put her in the aisle be
side my seat. Apparently she would follow the cart for
ward until she could reach her seat, 'cause I sure - 
didn’t see any way for her to go around it.

Now enters disaster, From the front of the plane, 
hobbling weakly down the aisle, comes an elderly lady. 
She clutched the arm of the stewardess on her side of 
the. cart and whispers urgently. The di lam® is plain.

I glance to my left and notice that an older gen
tleman has joined the rather large lady in the aisle on 
this side. I gaze briefly at the bulky drink cart. 
There is no doubt as to what the stewardess must do. 
With the drink cart and passengers blocking access to 
the rear, the proper decision is to Ignore snobbish 
protocol arid send the little old lady forward, in her 
dire need, to use the First Class privy. Nothing else 
makes sense.

"Ok, everybody," announces the stew, "we’re backing 
the cart up." Instructions follow rapid-fire for the 
passengers to step into the seat aisles while the cart 
passes. I have a dread premonition.

Hie rather large lady is dressed in stretch pants 
of a green-turquoise hue. She chooses my row and backs 
in. I clutch the two wine bottles into my Lap and grab 
the glass with my right hand, holding it away from dan
ger. The cigarette sends plumes of smoke upward. Too 
late, I realize that I should have moved to the center 
seat while there was time. But tow a looming green

turquoise mass blocks all escape.
The cart is stuck. "Make room!" cries the stew, 

shoving on the cart. "This lady is in a hurry H"
The green-turquoise mass responded. It pushed 

further back into the row, puffing sounds coming from 
somewhere on the other side. The fabric was now under 
enormous tension. Its color seemed to lighten as it 
was forced to cover a greater and greater area, for the 
rather large lady was tow leaning forward to gain 
thrust for her hindquarters. After all, it wasn’t her 
head that was blocking the cart.

The cigarette in my right hand was burning danger
ously close to my fingers. As unnerving as this sudden 
observation was, I was powerless to suffocate the burn
ing cylinder. Indeed, suffocation was a fate I faced 
myself. The world was a great expanse of pale green
turquoise now, and growing more so.

For a moment I thought of extinguishing the cigar
ette by grinding its embers into the very barrier be
tween me and my ashtray. They say we become desperate 
when death threatens, but I wasn't yet so looney as to 
try that. As appealing — very appealing — as it 
appeared.

No, the reason I was willing to suffer burnt fin
gers was survival. Not the survival of the turquoise 
mass, for I could imagine with droll cackles how the 
pent-up reverse energies would plunge forward into the 
cart, causing great clatter of drinks and Airline Dis
approved words from the stew. It would give me time to 
shift to the center seat and look injured and ®i»rr- 
assed. "Lady," I would say, "you really should watch 
what you're backing into..."

No, the survival at stake was mine own. Being 
trained as a physicist I recognized that the fabric be
fore me was imbued with terrific potential energy. One 
weakening of the mesh, such as that caused by a cigar
ette burn, would cause the near-instantaneous conver
sion from potential to kinetic energy. 1 estimated 
that in the millions of ergs range. It would be like 
being very close to Dave Locke when he catches the 
Queen of Spades third time tunning, or Ed Cox when he's 
told there's no more bheer. It was not a blast-center 
I wanted to precipitate.

With stoic apathy, then, I assigned nyself to doom. 
As the tortured fabric spilled into the seat itself, 
cracking the poor frail tray arms, I prayed that tso 
jagged edge would rupture the mesh of turquoise-green.
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'‘Iry harder!” screamed the stewardess whose won- 

derful idea this escapade had been. She sounded worried, 
and in my mind’s eye I could see the little eld lady be
ginning to fidget and press her knees together.

The green hulk steeled itself for a Last mighty 
effort. There were only fractions of inches left to me 
as breathing space. What would be left when the Big 
Push was over? I looked upon the face of disaster and 
resolved that before 1 suffocated, if my fingers didn’t 
burn off first, I would trigger the Big Bang. It was, 
at least, a death with honor.

Miracles occasionally intervene. 'Che overwhelming 
pressure the turquoise stretch parts were exerting on 
every square inch of matter in contact with them, on 
either side of the tailoring, finally came Into contact 
with that button which controls the seat back. Sudden
ly 1 was almost flat on my back. Into the newly-created 
space tumbled the stretch pants.

The drink cart, Instantly freed of its impedlireait,

(OIA0OLOGIC. con+'d Iran page 9}
even know your name. Much more pleasant to think of 
oneself as a big wheel In fandom rather than as well 
liked by one’s own group of friends.”

A picture emerges here, despite your familiarity 
or lack of familiarity with the subject or with the de
tails. You can see the tornado, if not all the debris 
that's caught up and carried along in it.

Ambrose Bierce would have loved some of the terms 
which have fallen out of this tornado. “Block, voting.” 
If you can't vote unless eligible, then what is '’block 
voting”? Block voting is a term used by one group of 
fans to signify the votes of another group. "Disen
franchise.” How can eligible voters "disenfranchise" 
other eligible voters? By voting, when it was expected 
dney would not vote but would continue to blindly throw 
money. Ambrose should come back and do a version of 
THE DEVIL'S DimONARY for fandom.

If the published rales accompanying the ballot am 
not changed to reflect what TAFF is perceived to be, 
and more ‘rules' get pulled out of the closet only when 
panic sets In (to attempt disqualifying candidates des- 
pite the ballot rules saying otherwise; and to conplain 
about block-voting and of disenfranchising other voters 
although ’toe ballot clearly states that voting is open 
to “interested fans all over the world” and to "anyone 
who was active in fandata [clubs, fanzines, conventions, 
etc.] prior to _____ and that “Just as important as 
donations is publicity — in fansines, letters, conven
tion booklets, and by word of mouth — to increase voter 
participation"), then very plainly speaking I feel that 
we are being hypocritical. Or, even more plainly speak
ing, we would be perpetrating a scam. There are enough 
fans aware of that already5. If, in the community of 
fandom, general fanzine fandom wishes to maintain credi
bility and good feeling, then general fanzine fandom 
will somehow see to it that TAFF says what TAFF is.

went careening down the aisle as the stew shoved It with 
every ounce of strength in her pretty little body. The 
passengers in the Last rows screamed. (I was Later told 
that the elderly gentleman wedged into the seat well one 
row back passed out.) The stew spoke Airline Disapprov
ed words.

I wriggled backwards in ny seat and got my head up 
for a look around. Now that my right arm was free, I 
extinguished the ciggy5 in try drink. I rather thought I 
might shift from tdiite wine to Qiivsis Regal for the dur
ation of the flight. The cart had, in its wild passing, 
showered three little bottles of that either liquid into 
my lap. A small recompense.

The little old Lady with a need viewed the wreckage 
of the drink cart blocking the doors to the rear toilets, 
and with a reedy voice announced, "To hell with this! 
I'm going up to the First Class john!!"

But the stew was too flustered to notice tills 
flagrant disregard of Regs.

If there is anyone who believes that TAFF is, as 
Avedon Carol said in TAFF OFFICIAL, "awarded for work 
within its own fandom—trans-Atlantic fandom”, and does 
not believe that the rules on the ballot should be 
massaged to reflect this thrust, then I would be very 
interested to hear a single, succinct, and direct ans
wer as to why not.

So, there is the "issue” or the Issue. It is be
ing dealt with in a number of ways, by a number of 
means, toward a variety of ends. No doubt you'll see 
or hear of whole forests being pulped in an. attempt to 
either come to terms with the issue or in an attempt to 
avoid coining to terms with it.

And I’m going to pulp one last branch or three in 
saying goodbye to a few people who have displayed such 
exemplary behavior as to deserve the Honorable R. M. 
Nixon award for outstanding contributions to the cutting 
edge of sharp practice.

A farewell to Avedon Carol, former TAFF administra
tor for the previous two races. Fans have been sending 
me your letters, Avedon, as though I haven't already 
heard enough from you, and I find there are many new 
things to thank you for in addition to all the old.
Just to mention a few of each in parting:

Thank you for promoting administrative iirpartiality 
during your first race, in which your boyfriend won, by 
stating as well as demonstrating that you were ‘'con
cerned with who deserves to win."

Thank you for decisive and appropriate administra
tive action during your second race, when you learned 
that one of your local fan acquaintances might join the 
race in conpetition against your friends the Nielsen 
Haydens, by issuing the warning that — among other 
things — 11 's a fucking slob with no integrity what— 
soever." (The cover letter accompanying your words 
states: "You might note, when reading Avedon's stuff 

(con+Inuad on page 155
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In to coven fatten Hawty paMt> ^to 
Out tO litis “You will notice that there is 
tio title. I ran out of titles for fanzine 
articles as a result of having written so 
many of the latter which used Up my supply 
of the former during my youth. Besides; I 
saw an article in the newspaper the other 
day about the latest Harris poll which sur
veyed the public's opinions about the rights 
of 61-year-old fans. The poll, with only a 
two percent error factor, showed 691 of 
those responding feel that fans of this age 
should not.be expected to think up titles 
for their fanzine articles because !t*s  
surprising enough when they write fanzine 
articles at ail, much less titling them."

•.........article, by HARRY WARNER, JR. :

I ^ponded: rrThe atdeji I gat, Ae 
mm I apptectatz ^eaduig you, ml mv that 
you*̂  k&tijted yoa’/te b^thtog to i^ouyid 
youngest than I am."

Hett a note. Wett, then, white 1 
go mix. a Scotch £ Gehctot 1'tt tzt this, 
tneneatangty youngen jetton) entMain you 
with iomzthtng whudi han to be catted...

fc, this is the Harry Warner, Jr. Archive. The Collected ..............  N 0 TITLE”............
of Kike Glioksohn Ream is in the other wing.

Once upon a time. 1 went to services at a Hagers- 
town church which I'd never attended before. The organ 
played softly, as hushed ushers tiptoed along the aisles 
with the collection plates. The® someone suffered an 
attack of the butterfinger® and dropped one of the 
plates. Seconds Later, blinding searchlighte flashed on 
freen th® balconies, focusing on the site of the mishap 
while coins, and currency were scooped up with grim effi
ciency. It might have been a scene in & bank with un- 
usuaily thorough defences against robbers.

I felt the impulse to snicker at this type of sa- 
ctsd preparedness, one,I'd never experienced in other 
churches. Then I was saved from profaning the solemnity 
of the service by realizing something. Thia ccngrega- 
tice's pwcedute for a dropped plate emergency didn’t 
differ basically from on® of my own traits, one. that I 
share with many otter fans. Church authorities couldn't 
tear to think of losing any money from the. collection 
plates ate I, lite most fans, hate to lose any of the. 
things w® saw, like old families and prozines, auto
graphed tocks, photos taken at cons, and a multitude of 
otter things.

There's a difference between systematically collect
ing things and haphazardly accumulating stuff. But the 

line that should te drawn between the two is too thin 
and faint to te visible to ray tired old eyes. I bub- 
pect that about half of the fans who love to pile 
things up are genuine collectors and the remainder are 
obsessive accwilators, ate many of us adulterate the 
one pastime with the other to lesser or greater extent. 
Ate gafiation doesn't save all of us from this cumber- 
some habit.

Consider, for instance, the case of Burnett Toskey. 
Tw decades ago he ms an extremely active fan, pub
lishing enormous fanzines for SAPS ate serving as one 
of the key figures in the CRY publishing empire, in 
addition to holding a prominent role in the Nameless 
Ones, the Seattle fan club. Then he dropped most of 
his fame ate wasn't heard from to any great extent for 
quite a few years. Today, he is active again in SAPS, 
on a reduced activity scale. In the meantime, he man
aged to collect the printed music for more than 2,700 
violin concertos, In addition to enough violin music 
of other types to create what may be the largest collec
tion of its kite in the world in private hates. Walt 
Cos let was even more active in fandom atoute the middle 
years of this century. He eventually sold his fanzine 
collection to a university, to make room for the
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trsrsjndDUs collection of Bibles in various translations 
which had become his newest accumulative goal.

At the other extreme, there’s Jack Speer, who has 
been active mainly in the Albuquerque fan club and in 
FAPA in recent years after playing an Impressive part 
in every phase of fandom during the 1930s and 1940a. 
Jack admitted on one occasion that he saves the staples 
which are Inplanted into the jiffybags which eatery FAPA 
mailings to members. The staples are a part of the 
mailings, he reasons, so he can’t bear to throw them 
away after prying the container open.

I live in the 400 block of Sunrdt Avenue in Hagers
town, Maryland, where most of the residential buildings 
have been.converted from single-family homes into apart
ments in the past few decades. Families move in and 
out of these apartments frequently and I marvel at the 
fact that most of than can get all their possessions 
moved in or cut in two or three round trips of a pickup 
truck or at most one stop by a U~Haul trailer. When 
the Coulsons moved a few months back, the ordeal was so 
interminable and fatiguing for themselves and their 
fannish helpers that I don't think precise statistics 
belong in a family fansine like this one. The Coulsons 
are as habitual collectors and accumulators as I am.

Obviously, some fans get along very well without 
piling up secular treasures, either by necessity (like 
those stl.ll living with their parents and not permitted 
to put clutter anywhere except in their own room) or by 
nature (we all know a few fans who change their address
es six or eight times a year and succeed in packing all 
their possessions into a station wagon for each move). 
And there are mundanes who have gained national publi
city for accumulating or collecting without ever show
ing ary interest in fandom. Every so often, the news
papers describe an old person who dies in a house viiere 
almost every cubic inch is occupied by every newspaper 
published In that city for the past seventy years or 
garbage that was never put onto the sidewalk. But in 
general, I think, fans are accisnulators and collectors 
to a much greater extent than mundanes.

That leaves the question of whether this proclivity 
is created by fame, or if those with the urge tend to 
become fat® because fandom offers such a gorgeous var
iety of opportunities to pile things up. I can be sure 
of only one Individual, myself, for evidence in this 
problem. I had the desire to save almost everything 
long before I read my, first science fiction story or 
taw that fandom existed.

When I was a little boy, for example, I loved the 
Sunday comic sections, which were two or three times as 
thick as their modem counterparts and offered comics 
in much larger, full-page dimensions. We used to take 
two or three Sunday papers every week. For years, I 
systematically saved every comic section that came in
to the house. There were two or three piles of them 
taller than I was when we finally decided to move. My 
cat had occasionally used those stacks of colored com
ics in lieu of kitty litter, which hadn't been invent
ed yet, I was older and not as fond of the funnies as 

formerly, so 1 managed to say yes to hints that there 
was no sense in lugging them to the tw house. Of 
course, if I'd saved that acctsnulatlon, I could have 
retired five or ten years sooner, because Sunday comic 
sections from the late 1920s and 1930s bring big prices 
from collectors nowadays.

After 1 grew up and should have attained snore com
mon sense, tty unwillingness to throw things away grew 
much stronger. I can pinpoint the incident that settled 
the matter. After my father’s death in 1960, I decided 
I should move into smaller living quarters and should 
dispose of a lot of stuff before moving. Almost at ran- 
dan, I picked up a couple of items from the hall closet 
to wake a start on. One was a little canton with a hole 
in its breach where a medium-sized firecracker would fit 
and a rubber ball in its mouth, which would fly across 
the room when the firecracker went off. The other was 
a little gadget with a sort of pinwheel at its top. 
This rotated men a lever was pressed repeatedly and a 
flint sparked behind the turning transparent colored 
panels in the wheel, creating mlti-colored flashes of 
light. Both were left over from boyhood, I would never 
play with them again, and I couldn't give them to a 
child because firecrackers had become illegal in Hagers
town since try youth and the pinwheel was so fragile any 
modern kid would break it in the first sixty seconds of 
use. I threw them away. The next day I began to regret 
what I'd done. The day after that, toe Gerber paid me 
a visit, I poured out my remorseful soul to him, and he 
gave me the hatsh scolding I deserved for such an awful 
deed. A quarter-century later, I still feel half-sick 
when I happen to tliirtlc of that aberration. It decided 
ny future, to some extent. After that, I pursued the 
philosophy that I'll eventually want at sens?, future date 
anything I throw away, so I protect my future self by 
saving as much as physical limits of space and safety 
permit.

And the odd thing is: items which I can't imagine 
any future use for sore times do core in handy. For ex
ample, a couple of years ago 1 decided to write for FAPA 
a long article about ny adventures as a press photogra
pher long ago when newspaper pictures were taken with 
those big Graphics you see in old movies. I found the 
writing difficult at first because my mamy had failed 
on certain factual matters about the carers I hadn't 
used for twenty years or longer. Then I had an inspira
tion, dug out a large folder where I. had stuffed all 
sorts of photographic publications, and sure enough, 
tliere it was: the instruction booklet published by the 
Graphic people for purchasers of their cameras, contain- 
lug all the information I needed to know for the FAPA 
article. When the local newspapers converted their 
photographic operations to smaller cameras, there was no 
imaginable reason for re to save that manual, and now it 
had proved very useful. Then there was the case of the 
Edvard Lucas White poem. The fantasy fiction writer had 
simmered several years in a farmhouse not far from Hagers
town, I'd been in contact with the farm’s present owner, 
he'd told me about a poem by White which still hangs in



one of its roars, and he'd provided me with a Xerox copy 
of the verses in praise of the house and surroundings. 
I wrote about the local connection of the writer for the 
newspapers but didn’t use the poem for lack of space. 
Langley Searles revived FANTASY CU®®?rAIt®, ran a great 
deal of material about White, and asked me about the 
poem which had never been published anywhere. It took 
about two months of off-and-on naaneging, but 1 managed 
to find the copy of it among journalistic debris 1 hadn't 
been able to throw away, and made another copy for 
Langley.

Unfortunately, my waste-not-want-not mania isn't 
confined to material objects. 1 worry about the poten
tial loss of memories, too. this has impelled roe to put 
into fanzines sane reminiscences which should interest 
only myself, because I can't tear the thought of their 
metroty dlsappearing with my death. (I've tried to con
fine most such material to FAPA, where other fans can 
evade it by the simple process of resigning mesitership.) 
Then there are the msnories of other fans that bother me 
because they don't get converted to permanent form.

Every year, there are some cons whose talks, panels, and 
episodes survive only in the memories of those who 
attended because nobody writes a detailed con-report or 
systematically preserves tapes of what was said. This 
horrifies me because part of fannish history is being 
lost as those memories fade and get confused with memor
ies of other cons. I wish every fan who receives a long 
trip from TAFF, DUFF, or some other organization would 
write a detailed account of it, even if it won't be pub
lished in the foreseeable future. If it's on paper or a 
floppy disc, it has a chance of surviving the traveler's 
senility or death.

By a rare bit of luck, I don't like automobiles. So 
I've been able to trade in every car I've worn out with
out hesitation or .later regrets, and there aren't in
operable autos cluttering up try backyard. But the piano 
I've played since boyhood has grown so feeble that it's 
probably beyond repairs and it would kill me to give it 
up. Before long, I suspect, I’ll know fee answer to an 
uncertainty: whether this house can support the weight 
of two pianos in addition to all the other kipple.

(DIABOLOGIC, con+'d from page 12) 
that in all the time I’ve teen in Fandom she's never 
sent me more than a two paragraph note. You might 
think from the enclosed that we’d been carrying on some 
sort of terrific correspondence for years. Can't blame 
her for trying though since it sesns to have worked 
quite effectively in many cases.")

Thank you for protecting your friends from the 
statement on toe TAFF ballot that "'Write-in’ candi
dates are permitted". Toward toe end of September you 
were called from the Midwest and were requested to send 
a copy of an original ballot when it was created (as 
always, ’’Reproductions of this form are encouraged pro
vided that the text is reproduced verbatim?'), so that 
it could be reproduced and distributed. It came on. 
11/5. Meanwhile, ballots were in circulation in the 
middle of Octoter in NYC where your candidate friends 
live. And thank you for clarifying this excessive time 
lag by explaining that it took you all that time to get 
a ballot to the competition because you couldr? t get to 
the post office (by the way, thanks also for the letter 
you wrote to re on 10/16 which was postmarked 10/17, 
and for your 10/24 Letter which was postmarked 10/25).

Thanks, too, for using TAFF funds to finance sev
eral pages of an in-prlnt attack on me in your final 
TAFF administrative report. That caused a few people 
to sit up and take notice...

And thanks for the. riff in TAFF OFFICIAL where you 
bitch at Jackie Causgrove and rail against the "list of 
fans whose names can be used on the ballot's reference 
line by voters unknown to the administrator”, feeling 
that future administrators should deal wi th such tilings 
"in the harshest manner?1 Ari "unfotgiveable flier" you 
call it. Fascinating... You see, if you don't know the 
administrator then you aren't qualified to vote, unless 

you provide the name and address of someone who can ver
ify that you were active in fandom as of the date re
quired by the ballot (in the last race: April 1983). 
If the reference you provide is also r»t someone known 
to toe administrator, how can your reference provide 
verification when their own fanhood is unknown? Doesn't 
work. So, if you don’t know toe administrator, you have 
to find as reference, someone who knows the both of you, 
and you also have to find their address. That can be a 
real hassle. Life is easy for fans whom the adminis
trator knows, but obviously it’s "unforgiveable" to you, 
Avedon, when fans you don't know are provided with the 
names & addresses of some of your friends/acquaintances 
thorn these strange fans are likely to know and can use 
as reference. Terrible! Let than guess, or hunt, or 
seratcli their heads and give up! (A semi-rhetorical 
question: Are you really that Ignorant, or do you 
think everyone else is?)

There is so much to thank you for, but the loggers 
and pulp cutters are tiring from their heavy labors. 
So, thanks in general, and goodbye.

I must give thanks to the Nielsen Haydens for so 
many things, too. Like the phone and letter canpalga 
to have Avedon's critic, Richard Bergeron, branded sick 
and insane. It did not result in an apology when the 
proof was shown to be grossly in error. (The proof 
centered on s statement from Bergeron which relayed data 
from Terry Carr. During the Wotldccn weekend Carr was 
informed of the potential misunderstanding and called 
PNH to clarify the matter. Patrick again promulgated 
toe misunderstanding the day after Worldcon [in a 
letter which was quoted in print], then after that 
wrote Carr and copied-out Bergeron's words to show that 
Bergeron had not misrepresented Carr, and then 

(continued on page 25)
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Th® sinister object sits there, its malevolent 
single eye staring at me, calling to me to sink into 
its depths, to eat Its lotos, to become its mindless 
slave ... Yes, I new have a television set.

I fear that. I will start by straining your credu
lity. I am told that up there with "the check is in 
the mail" and "I'm from toe government, and I'm here to 
help you" as statements you should never ever believe 
no matter who utters them, is "1 never watch television" 
and, even worse, "I have a tv set, but I just watch 
football em it."

lt‘s like being a man whose real true official name 
is John Smith, and checking, into a hotel with a flashy- 
looking younger woman who is really and truly your law
ful wedded wife. I was going to say that I have a tv 
set, but 1 just watch football on it.

[Pause here for a digression: Isn't it interest
ing that football Is the sport that it’s ok to have a 
tv set to watch? Baseball has always been the sport of 
intellectuals} it's attracted some of the best writers, 
from Lardner to Ackner. But you am go to a baseball 
game, and just watch what's going on in front of you. 
With football, they've got to do it over three or four 
times before you can figure out what's happening. We 
need instant replay, and unless the scoreboard shows 
instant replays, as more of them are doing, the only 
way to understand the game is to watch it on the tube.

The people who actually go to the games are not, as you 
might think, the real fans who want to see it all; 
they're outdoor drunks.]

I first encountered the dread one-eyed abomination 
when I was ten years old. Well, I’d seen them around 
before, but that was when ny parents bought one. I 
didn't entirely turn into a vegetable, but I did cut 
down on reading science books and other such nerdy activ
ities in favor of staring in wonderment at the antics of 
Howdy Doody, Joe McCarthy, and the other great tv per- 
somlities of the day.

’Hie insidious device lured me deeper into its 
coils in my teenage years. I watched comedies, detec
tive shows, and of course, that other mind poisoner, 
rock & roll. (Lascivious body movements and lewd pelvic 
thrusto. Curiously enough, I was in the company of the 
daughter of an opera star when I saw Elvis Presley's 
infamous tv appearance. My companion, was utterly re
volted by the whole thing, as the Generation Gap had 
not been invented yet. I ®s not utterly revolted, 
tat I found it a lot more interesting when teenage fe
males started doing similar things on AMERICAN BANTrSTAND.) 
Nevertheless, I did not become a juvenile delinquent, 
possibly because of cowardice.

But then I went off to college and didn't have titre 
to watch tv, so I had to kick the habit, cold turkey. 
I use that phrase deliberately, for what I learned then 
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wan that television is like heroin: If you're not 
addicted to it, it makes you throw up.

I cane home for Thanksgiving that year, eager to 
return to the tube from which I had sucked such joys. 
I turned on an old favorite, an hour-long detective 
show, starring Troy Donahue. (1 do not recall the 
tame. Memory tells me that in 1960, ABC had an hour- 
long detective show on every night, and that they all 
starred Troy Donahue, but I suspect that tnemory plays 
me false.)

I watched it. After a short vdiile, I began to 
wonder vAiy I had ever liked the stuff. After not too 
much more time, I was wondering why I had never had an 
impulse to throw things through the tube. Troy Danahue 
had three facial expressions, none terribly interesting. 
That put him two ahead of his female costar, name 
blessedly forgotten. She managed to give about the 
same intonation to "I think you're wonderful" and "Help! 
they're trying to kill me," and may have considered it 
a major triumph that she was able to pronounce all the 
long words correctly.

After college, I returned to watching television, 
far more moderately. I was relieved to learn that 
there were shows on in which Troy Donahue did not 
appear. There was HIE ADDAMS FAMILY, which was admit
tedly somewhat weird, but it wcs the only situation 
cottiady I can reswruer where the Moray and Daddy liked 
each other end neither was an idiot. There was THE MAN 
FRCM U.N.C.L.E., which had a sense of humor and brought 
back old friend Leo G. Carroll from one of the less im- 
becilic 50s shows, TOPPER. There were a few others 
that flee from memory at the moment.

But then I was wrenched away from the tube again, 
joining the war on poverty as a VISTA volunteer, partly 
out of idealism and partly out of draft dodging. Maybe 
the main reason I didn't become a Trekkie is that I 
dldn't have a tv when STAR TREK went on tlie air, though 
the work I w doing represented a similar sensibility, 
as did the Peace Corps and the Green Berets: the idea 
that anything can ba solved by sending in a few of Us.

When 1 came back, there was 1AUGH-1N, that time 
capsule of the late sixties. I remember the McLuhan- 
esque approach, the sly sexcdcpe references, sock it to 
me, the little old lady end the dirty old man, General 
Bulhwright, Lily Tbml’in and her Instrument, Big Al's 
sports show ... If I don't stop, the nostalgia police 
are going to come get tee.

. But that was it. After LADGH-IN, I watched foot
ball on Sunday afternoons and Monday evenings, maybe 
staying bard on Sundays if CO MINSJTES offered a par
ticularly good appeal to my baser impulses, but other 
than that, the Evil Eye stayed closed.

Then I moved out of ay parents' house, where the 
tv had always been, and moved in with Bernadette Bosky. 
We had a small, black-&-white tv, and I watched the 
football on that for a few years, but it wasn't as 
good, end we couldn1 tget Monday Night Footbotl.

And now we’ve got a real tv. Bernadette, being 

busy as a graduate assistant and PhD candidate in 
English Literature, does not have the time or the in
clination to watch hours of network crap, and neither 
do I. We figured If we were going to get a tv, we 
might as well move all the way Into the 20th century, 
so we've got cable, and a VCR, and that offers some 
amusements, from good flicks I really should have gotten 
around to seeing to good hardcore pom. (In case you 
haven't heard, it is possible to get pom showing lots 
of stuff that feels good, but no violence or domina
tion.) But that's only a moderate interest, something 
to do a little of. I think that although I've got a 
television set, I'm free from the temptation to became 
a couch potato, spending hours a day mindlessly sucking 
up tv shows.

If you'll excuse me, I've got to go play WIZARD OF 
WDR.
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Not too long ago, the phone went off one evening 

and, on being answered, a voice thundered, “CRIB IT!" in
to tny wife's ear and she asked me to get on one of the 
other extensions.

With that greeting, it could be but one of two 
known entitles, either Rebecca Corkwright or D. Asmodeus 
Locke. It turned out to be the latter and the motive 
for the call was that he had a wild hair up his nose to 
do a genzine again and would I perhaps care to let a 
column for same?

Wood eye?
A decade or so ago, I had bled off ny meagering 

fannish iftpulses by doing a column for Locke's genzine 
of that epoch, called A®. It had teen good fun, of 
sorts and I felt a trifle sad when he tied it off with 
issue #10 and dried up my outlet.

Locke reminded me that I’d done three more episodes 
for a zine called SHAMBLES that he had put out with toe 
late Ed Cagle. In truth, that'd slud off the top of ny 
recollection and the pity of it is, I no longer have 
copies readily on hand of the Cagle/Locke effort, nor 
do 1 have a file copy of the one on which Dave and I 
collaborated which was titled, in full inexorability, 
DAGLOCKE. It's a sad and shameful thing, but I do mt 
usually keep old fanzines in a state of instant availa
bility for a decade or more. I've also been known to 
cheat at solitaire.

I do, however, have the first ten issues of AWRY, 
readily at hand and, as a prudent precaution, have just 
completed a fast review of same, specifically of my own 
contributions, primarily for the sake of not repeating 
myself inadvertantly. I hate repetition. Hate it,

hate it.
As the years slither off the calendar, it becomes 

exponentially more difficult to recall everything 
you've put onto paper over toe course of them. That 
is particularly true if you've beer* dotting off colunms 
for fanzines for the greater part of thirty-odd years, 
as in tlie example at hand.

Olive-witch is by way of leading up to the stipu
lation that I by no means guarantee that all of this 
is as fresh as a steaming cow^plop. Excuse if you can, 
toe touch of bucolic, but I was raised to toe age of 18 
years and 13 days on daily farms, first in Kansas and, 
from 1926 on, in Wisconsin and it tends to imbue thought 
processes with the occasional eartoy touch.

But that does trigger a small rictus in the stream 
of breraischlussness and, being hung up trying to write 
my first fanzine column in a number of recent years, I 
don't feel overly inclined to pass it by.

There is, or at least used to be a black humor 
story about the farmer whose kid slid through a hole in 
the outhouse seat. Being apprised of the misfortune, 
he went to the house, fetched back his shotgun and 
shoved the muzzle down the hole, triggering both 
barrels. The hired man was, understandably, quite 
appalled. The farmer merely explained it seemed to 
him a lot less bother to raise a replacement from 
scratch than to clean that one up.

That meshes with one of the less savory escapades 
of my own in^robable youth. It was coining up the 
Fourth of July and I'd blown all my painfully hoarded 
savings on Zebra brand firecrackers for suitable cele
bration. Getting ready to haze the herd of cows down
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This could well be the best Fourth of July on Record!

column ^-^by pern GRennen
the lane to the pasture that evening, I spotted a mar
velously symmetrical and fresh mound of bovine solid 
waste in the barnyard and it was but the work of a mo
ment to insert, with all due meticulous care, the busi
ness end of a Zebra Into Its periphery.

1 had only recently mastered the knack of striking 
a kitchen match with my thumb nail and I did so, bring
ing the flame down to the tip of the fuse. Sadly 
enough, it turned out that that particular Zebra was 
one of those treacherous devils that had its fuse fat 
with powder. Once ignited, it burned very-very quick
ly. Sort of, ‘WilT-BAM!" 1 didn’t have a chance in 
the world to retreat beyond the fallout. In a matter 
of microseconds, I became of the the very few, perhaps 
tire only apple-cheeked Wisconsin farm lad with green 
freckles.

Fortunately, try father hadn't heard the particular 
iten of humeur-nolr previously mentioned.

For a sdxrle lot of years, July fourth tended to be 
one of the highest-water marks of any given year, fight
ing neck and neck with Christms, down to the wire. On 
the Glorious Fourth in 1944, I found myself home on fur
lough in a bleak wartime economy in which there were no 
firecrackers to be had, none whatsoever. 1 launched to 
generate loud bangs in commemoration of the nation’s 
independence, but what to do?

Foraging about, I came upon a goodly quantity of 
purched-out slugs of aluminum from quarter-inch plates, 
salvaged from a stint of working at Waukesha Motors, be
fore joining the Amy. Hmm, I speculated, with a bit of 
sodiun hydroxide...

I rumiaged up a can of Eagle Lye; practically pure 

NaCH. Punmelfng my memory of high school Chemistry 
from five years earlier, I knew that aluminum, in an 
aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide, generated bubbles 
of hydrogen gas in goodly abundance. Ah, but how to 
provide simultaneously bubbling oxygen?

Just a spot of scalp-scratching provided the ans
wer to that, too. I found a bottle of hydrogen perox
ide in the family medicine cabinet, and a jug of laun
dry bleach.

1 turned up an empty gallon jug, formerly contain
ing laundry bleach, Clorox by brand name, in the gar
bage can. Recalling, perhaps, the detonating cow-plop 
of some eight years earlier, I took care to dig a hole 
in the ground and bury the jug with its mouth even with 
the surface. That was just in case the jug gave way.

I brewed up a fairly saturated solution of lye, 
decanting that into the jug, follcwed by a handful of 
aluminum pellets. The contents began to fizz and 
bubble in a most interesting manner. I followed that 
with a hearty slosh of Clorox and then added a judi
cious amount of peroxide. The fizzing was most enthu
siastic. According to every right-thinking theory, the 
brew should now be producing both free hydrogen and 
equally free oxygen in roughly suitable proportion. 
There was but one way to verify that.

Once again, I pulled forth a kitchen natch and 
made the adroit ignition with educated thumb nail. I 
wafted the flame across the neck of the jt^...

Ker-WHUMPPP!
Neighbors within a radius of a block or so came 

out to see what was going on. I gave it a bit of time 
to regenerate, struck another match and produced a 
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further blast,, at. least as hearty as the first. After 
that, it got down to an intuitive sensing of which of 
the four vital Ingredients was running short. Purely a 
matter of adding more aluminum pellets, more lye, more 
peroxide or more Clorox to see how the brew responded. 
In just a bit, I got pretty adroit at doping out which 
to add.

That took care of the Fourth for '44, fairly satis- 
fyingly. Came the anniversary in *45 and I was back out 
at the Ground Gunnery Range in Tonopah AAFB, Nevada. 
If one hankered to make a lot of noise, it was the sim
plest of matters: Just latch a 200-round felt of cali
ber .50 airno into one of the guns at hand and hold the 
trigger back until it tan through. Even one round of 
caliber .50 makes a goshawful lot of racket and, on 
full-auto, its cyclic rate is about 14 per second. 
That's why my hearing is bo lousy, these later days.

But the plaguing thing about it all was that we 
heard uncountable rounds of caliber .50 go off, seven 
days a week. The requisite novelty just wasn't there. 
1 wanted one big, goshawful bang to leave me with the 
impression l*d observed the occasion properly.

Casting about with hawkish eye, I scrounged up a 
piece of inch-and-a-half pipe, a bit over four feet 
long. The range maintenance shack had a burly bench 
vise and I was able to clench one end of the pipe flat 
end bend it over upon itself. Into the still-open end, 
I decanted the propellant charge from a great many cali
ber .50 cartridges. You loosen the bullet in the case 
neck by tapping the front end sharply on a solid surface 
long enough to permit withdrawing the projectile. By 
the time I got the major portion of that piece of pipe 
filled with powder, I probably had drawn the sting from 
two or three hundred rounds of caliber .50 and it im
pressed even. ne. I tend to be. sort of blase about such 
tilings.

With the piece of pipe practically full of the pow
der that Bruce Hodgdon. would market as surplus in the 
post-war years as Hodgdon's 5010, I flattened the other 
end, very-very-very carefully and bent that back upon 
itself, also.

Unfortunately, no fuse was to be had. There I was 
with a fine, eminently robust pipe-bomb but how to de
tonate the big bugger, eh?

Well, as it turned out, there was a pit, about 
three feet deep and ten feet square, some 75 yards or 
so from the range house, in which they burned old tar
gets and allied refuse. There was a pretty good fire 
going in it. The solution seemed obvious. I walked 
over and chucked the artifact into the heart of the 
flame and ambled back, showing cool by walking slow. 
Several cohorts had dealt themselves into the game and 
we settled back to wait for the diabolical device to do 
its noisy thing.

Unforeseen in our envisionment of the cosmic all, 
just then a Ford 2^-ton stake-body truck pulled up to 
disgorge a load of students for the next pass through 
the range. As they disembarked, the driver started up 
and — for reasons that remain utterly inexplicable — 

drove the truck on over with its front temper nearly 
jutting above the garbage pit.

Forty years have come and gone (Lorena) since it 
was 1945 on the world's calendars. Strides have been 
made in obliterating the distinctions as to skin pigmen
tation. The army of 1945 wasn’t at all well integrated. 
We had a Squadron C at Tbnopah AAFB and the C stood for 
Colored. In a later era, it might have been B for Black, 
but that was not to be sad, candidly, I’m just as glad. 
Suffice to say, the driver of the truck was; black as any 
ace of spades or, for that matter, clubs and that posed 
a minor problem.

Any attempt to persuade him to move his truck from 
the chosen parking place ms bound to result In a profit
less palaver. As for most of that long-ago conflict, I 
held the insignificant rank of Private First Class and 
the driver's sleeve was seen to bear the lone chevron 
of Pfc., as well. I could go up and discuss it with him 
but there was no useful rank that a Caucasian Pfc. could 
pull on an Afro-American Pfc. Not in the latter’s esti
mation, for sure. Even if 1 told him a big, hairy bomb 
was on the point of going off under his front terper, 
the odds were heavy that I would get nought but derision 
in goodly measure.

We decided to sweat it out and you're right. Oh, 
how I wished I hadn't flung the damned pipe into the 
hottest heart of the blasted fire!

He finished filling out his trip sheet and started 
his engine. We gave a silent cheer. He put it in gear 
and eased off the clutch a bit over-swiftly. The engine 
stalled. He pushed the starter again: Runga-tunga- 
runga ... v’tungg! This time, he didn’t stall It and we 
blessed his name right heartily, with visions of court- 
martials dancing in our feverish imaginations. He came 
grinding back and was just about even with us ;fesn fee 
first granule of that confined 5010 reached ignition 
temperature, comunicating its hysteria to all its teem
ing brethren.

Kfihh-WHDOOOTP!!
Many weeks of accumulated ashes were blasted out of 

that pit to sail skyward in a reasonably accurate facsi
mile of a mushroom cloud. Recall, please, that this was 
early July of 1945, still a few weeks before the names 
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki would be tarried into the plan
etary consciousness. At the top of the tm^hroom, we 
could see the flattened-out hunk of pipe, volpaning up
ward as if gravity's law had just been repealed.

The truck driver braked to a stop, He opened the 
door and peered back at the hub-bub rising from his re
cent parking place. He turned and looted at us, eyes 
walled in wordless query.

We returned his gaze in noti-comrdttal manner, 
shrugging, palms uppermost. Who could say? Perhaps a 
live round got into the garbage pit. These things hap
pen, amigo. The court-martial never convened and, can
didly, I was intensely grateful for that happy fact.

Even so, as the memories peel away and get discard
ed as the. years march along, I do not expect to forget 
that episode in the foreseeable future. Between us, I'd 
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be happy to do so..

We move on to the Fourth of July for 1946 or, more 
precisely, to the late evening of the third of July, 
approaching the stroke of midnight. For just a bit, 
peace extended over the globe, albeit uneasily in 
places. The bluebirds were back over the White Cliffs 
of Dover, one hoped and all was well except that there 
still were no firecrackers to be purchased in the small 
town of Brandon, Wisconsin, to which I had inore or less 
returned. Nor were any to be had in Markesan, Fair- 
water or, for that matter, Poy Slppi. Big deal. The 
Glorious Fourth was coming up and how could one make 
big noise to celebrate It?

I suppose some scrap aluminum could have been 
found, along with the lye, peroxide and laundry bleach, 
to say nothing of tap water. No matter, that was 
ancient history. It could be condoned in a poor-vintage 
year such as 1944 but it ranked as moldy cheese in the 
brave new world of 1946, the first of the post-war years. 
The boisterous formation of water vapor simply didn’t 
seem to hack It. What was needed was the lusty commo
tion of nitrocellulose molecules rearranging. Four 
years were yet to come and go (Lorena) before the foom- 
fodder got anything approaching plentiful but, even in 
that bleakest of epochs, we managed to come up with a 
few rounds of .410-bore shotshells and a couple of other 
cartridges to fit available firearms. As the midnight 
hours came looming up, we repaired to the edge of the 
Brandon city limits and deployed ourselves into the 
depths of some unknown farmer's oea-patch with our guns 
and our munitions.

At the precise instant, we cut loose. It was now, 
most officially, the Fourth of J- !.y in the bright new 
year of 1946! Attendez-vous end ejoice appropriately!

The fragments of shattered t ’Ikin had hardly begun, 
to start to subside when we saw j set of headlights 
tearing out of the heart of down wi, metropolitan 
Brandon, Wl. The vehicle of the village marshal, en- 
swathed in his robes of office!

By ccttmon instinct, we hunkered. In step with my 
usual foul luck, ay personal hunkering place happened to 
coincide with the home turf of a world-class Canadian 
thistle and.I endured its prickly propinquity as stoicly 
as I could manage until the ’vigilant marshal made per
sonal peace with his anxieties gild went his way. I re* 
called that I'd promised myself, a year earlier, that 1 
was going to try to ease out of such suspenseful situa
tions.

And I more or less did so. 1 can't call up the 
faintest memory of the Fourth of July in 1947, 1948, or 
1949. On that date in 1950, a freakish cold front 
coursed across Wisconsin and It only got up to around 
47" F. at the wannest part of the day. My brother and 
I went out to the local Issac Walton range, fired a few 
shots and nearly froze off our ying-yangs at the cring
ing roots.

Of the 34 or so Fourths of July since that chilly 
one In 1950, I have doodley-zilch by way of retrievable 
recollections. Not, at least, concerning the production 

of loud noises and the consequences thereof. After a 
lapse of only a few months, I can't even recall a single 

from July 4, 1984. It has been a long time since
I lived in a state where firecrackers could be bought 
and put to their rightful employment. California 
sanctions the sale of what they term safe and sane 
fireworks; what 1 call them is boring. Worse, expen
sive, as well.

Back about 1956, I gave a photographer In Green 
Bay, Wisconsin atout $6.50 for a bronze cannon he had 
uncovered while cleaning out the basement of his studio. 
It is a cute little gizmo, weighing about 6% pounds 
and the bore diameter is roughly .729" — about the 
size of a 12-gauge shotgun. It even has a tiny touch- 
hole at the breech end and what appears to be the resi
due of black powder suggests that some prior owner used 
it in generating decibels.

In an idle moment, years ago, I made up a rudimen
tary mount for it, somewhat like that of a naval gun 
of the turn between the 17th and 18th centuries, but 
without the wheels. I will have to ask you to believe 
that, during the several years I've owned It, I've yet 
to fire It. I could do so, easily and sinply. It'® 
just that I feel powerfully disinclined. 1 suspect 
I'm coming down with maturity, prudence, or perhaps 
boredom with the sound of loud noises, even on the 
Glorious Fourth. Yes, I find that alarming to conten- 
plate. If all goes as planned, tomorrow will be 
Thanksgiving Day and, as 1 pause to ponder the matter, 
1 doubt if the placid burghers of Missing Banjo, Cali
fornia have ever heard a canon's throaty bark on 
Thanksgiving Eve. Hmm. X have that can of Eyrodex 
out in the garage...

Don't go away, I'll be right back, okay?
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LOOKING BACKWARD (at Fans and other Creatures) 
by Bob Tucker
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Ibis year, 1985, I ant observing try 55th year in 
fandom and I still don’t know where I went wrong. I 
picked up a copy of WEIRD TALES in 1930 and 1 cannot, 
to save my life, explain why 1 have lasted this lung, in 
a microcosmos that is sometimes exhilerating and some
times frustrating beyond belief. The only permanent 
lesson I've learned Ln those fifty-five years is that 
fans are not slans.

Several fans gleefully proclaimed that we were 
slans as soon as Van Vogt published his novel in AS- 
MWI1K in 1940. and some fans still repeat that fan
tasy today. The. misguided feels. As a group we are as 
testy, irascible, inflamable, splenetic, and cantank
erous (and often wrong) as any other like-sized group. 
The only Important differences I've noted is that we 
publish fanzines that appear to be the last testion. of 
a free press. We feel free to publish fanzines filled 
with news, half-news, truths, half-truths, rumor, innue
ndo, and slender and libel presented as fact. Our con
ception of the Law of copyright (both statutory and 
ctwwonlaw) is hilarious. Our fanzines operate in the 
guise of a free press informing fellow fans of the won
ders of the world, but yet hardly anybody sues. I 
haven't heard of a real lawsuit since a married couple 
on the Eastcoast started legal action, against an editor 
who questioned the woman's balls or lack of tells in a 
baseball game. And that is a scatological reference.

Fans are slans? It is to snicker.
But some fans are churls and if I ted it all to do 

over again I would not be bo kind to some fellow fans. 
I'd put the dog on then. Forty-five years fgo 1 lived 
within three hours driving distance of Chicago, and the 
Chicago fans of that day were in the habit of coming 
down, to spend weekends with me. On a particular Satur
day when. my wife and 1 were away doing the Saturday 
chores a certain Chicago fan breezed into town and dis
covered our absence and the house locked. He broke in. 
Taking a ladder from the garage, th® churl set the lad
der against the house and climbed up to jteny a kitchen 
window. When we returned we found him at his eases 
the churl had taken a shower, taken my robe, and was 

seated in a favorite chair smoking a cigar and reading 
a book. I was not amused but his reply was -Oh, con® 
on, fandom is a family." If that event happened today 
I would cheerfully call the cops and let him explain 
away a charge of home invasion. He would, of course. 
That fomer fan Is now a successful criminal lawyer in 
a Western city.

Another overnight visitor was a fan in the process 
of moving from en Eastern city to a Western one, and he 
assumed that all fens on his route would be delighted 
to give him bed and breakfast and then speed him on his 
way. At the breakfast table he regaled my wife and two 
small children with all he knew of my past peccadillos, 
using language which I still do not use today even at 
wild feralsb parties. That fellow is still in fandom, 
a member of the LASFS.

Forty-five years ago 1 was on the oontnittee of a 
world convention, and what a ghastly mistake that was.

The committee consisted of five people: three 
Jewish teenagers, one gentile teenager, and myself, "the 
only one who could legally sign checks." I soon dis
covered to my horror Liat the other gentile was an un
reconstructed Jew-baiter, and the four of them were al
most always in turaoll because of that baiting. They 
would hatch plots to dump the baiter, and the baiter 
would hatch plots to further demoralize .the trio. That 
internecine warfare continued for several months right 
up to the opening day of the convention, and I still do 
not understand hew we managed to stage a successful 
meeting. We did, somehow, and even managed to turn a 
profit with only 128 attendees, but I never again sat on 
a convention ccnmlttee. Played the advisor, yesj played 
the parliamentarian, yes, but I refused all committee 
posts even though those refusals may rave angered a few 
friends. And what, you may eagerly ask, became of the 
four unruly teenagers?

One soon dropped from fandom after the convention 
and vanished forever from our ken, another went to Wash
ington to become a bureaucrat, while the third — ah, 
the third! — became that criminal lawyer mentioned a 
few paragraphs above. The fourth fellow, the gentile 
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agitator, became a successful (of sorts) book and maga
zine publisher. Ihe fifth member, "the only one sho 
could legally sign checks," sits here at his desk writ
ing history for Dave Locke. And making himself look 
good, of course.

Claude Degler never entered my house, because of a 
lucky stroke of fate. One or two of my children had 
sene loathesome childhood disease like the measles or 
the lumps, and in those days the city health department 
had a policy of symbolically sealing the doors of a 
household where the disease raged, and of posting large 
red signs on the house wall near the door warning away 
all the innocent, healthy folk who wanted to visit. 
Degler came to visit when one of those large red signs 
was tacked beside the door and it impressed him. For 
perhaps a half-hour we talked through a screen door, he 
on the outside and me on the Inside. He wanted bed and 
breakfast, of course, but I wasn't about to offer that 
or anything else. By that time his reputation had sunk 
into the pits and no one in his or her right mind would 
let him into the house. 1 was lucky in another respect: 
he never, afterward, published a manifesto or other 
broadside castigating ms for not allowing him In, or 
taking advantage of him, or cheating him in any way. 
That red warning sign worked wonders.

Al Ashley, then of Battle Creek, Michigan was not 
so lucky. Ashley was in the happy habit of having week
end meetings, or small conventions, at his house vhere 
all corners were welcome — except Claude Degler. Deg
ler did show up one weekend when fifteen or twenty other 
people were expected and he claimed he had a written in
vitation, one that had arrived in his mail, t never saw 
the actual invitation, if it existed, because I arrived 
a day or so after the following incident took place. It 
plunged all fandom into war again, which ms a popular 
expression of the day.

Degler arrived at the door and Ashley refused him 
entrance. Degler claimed to have been invited but Ash
ley denied ever having issued an invitation. They stood 
in the doorway for an hour or so, somewhat similar to 
my own doorway experience, while Degler pleaded to be 
admitted for the weekend and Ashley repeatedly told him 
to get lost quickly. In the end, Degler left and went 
downtown to spend the night in the bus station before 
departing for home, or some other hapless fan's home. 
The repercussions were soon visible.

Degler cranked out fanzines, manifestos, broad
sides, and club bulletins as fast as his mimeograph 
could rotate its drum, branding Ashley a hypocrlt, a 
liar, a fake fan, a dictator, and the inhospitable 
Landlord who -turned him out into the cold to wander 
the streets, ragged and domed.- ‘Domed* was a typo for 
'doomed' but like other fannish typoes it quickly be
came famous and we circulated it with the glee of a 
counterfeiter circulating phony twenties. Degler claim
ed that he spent a miserable night in the bus station, 
which Is probably true, and that he emerged with a 
terrible cold which just perhaps might be pneumonia.

SLAN ungroaHed in pocket pool.

He proclaimed the existence of a new 'exclusion act* 
Which, he said, would go down in infamy alongside that 
other exclusion act of 1939 at which six fans were 
barred from a world convention in few York City. He 
insisted that Ashley was the lowest of the low, and 
was a new dictator in fandom, and their battled raged 
in print for many months afterward.

Al Ashley moved to Los Angeles and joined the 
LASFS. Claude Degler was expelled from the LASfS and 
eventually settled in Indianapolis, where he was still 
living when 1 met him a few years ago. 1 remember with 
fondness the red quarantine sign on my door.

I also remember with fondness another Illinois fan 
who was not connected in any way with the Chicago fans 
mentioned above, a fellow who worked hard when the pow
ers-that-be allowed him to work, and vho supported his 
wife and himself despite a double handicap. He was 
totally deaf, and he was one or two bricks shy of a 
full load. He worked as a mall handler in one of Chi
cago's railway stations and his job was to meet the in
coming trains and relieve then of their mail sacks, 
for transfer to the post office. His co-workers cover
ed for him when railroad and postal inspectors were 
around, passing signs and otherwise helping him avoid 
the snoopers. After some years an inspector eventually



discovered he was- deaf, and fired him. It could be 
done in those days.

Uiis fellow and his wife roved to Georgia and he 
took up the noble profession of writing science fiction, 
which Is a fitting occupation for a person one or two 
bricks shy of a full load. He had received psychiatric 
counselling, and he took an especial delight in sending 
his published stories (in fanzines and newspapers) to 
his former psychiatrist, knowing that science fiction 
from a former patient would Intrigue her no end. He 
was also something of a cook, and helped his wife enter
tain at houseparties. Once or twice a month his wife 
hosted a tea, or club meeting, or something of the sort, 
and this fan prepared and served the refreshments. He 
came a cropper when he was unable to resist the tempta
tions tint his brick-shy intellect conjured: one after
noon he served fresh fudge to all hands. The fudge was 
loaded with Ex-Lax, a chocolate purgative.

One of the nicer memories of my wicked past is of 
a man on a train who wasn’t a fan at all, but he was a 
regular reader of Heinlein and he knew how to meet a 
crisis head-on wiren it aroae. Four of us, all dyed-in- 
the wool fans, were traveling by train from Chicago to 
Nashville to attend a convention there. We had spent 
several pleasant hours in the club car with the barten
der who ms the Heinlein reader, and then had retired 
for the night to await the coming dawn and the magical 
city of Ifeshville. Dawn came on schedule but not in 
Nashville. While passing through Seymour, Indiana that 
cotton-picking train jumped the track and collided most 
unpleasantly with an innocent freight train waiting on 
a siding. We crawled from the wreckage and went about 
picking up souvenirs to carry to Ken Moore, and then 
someone remstfirered the bar and the Heinlein bartender. 
Pell-mell, we ran for the club car. Imagine our sur
prise when we found that the friendly fellow had thrown 
open the bar and all the drinks were on the house, so 
to speak. It was a great day to be alive and the bar 
stock lasted for almost half an hour.

Ever since the beginning of time, our tiro, indi
viduals on world convention committees have sought to 
kite the attendance figures in the mistaken belief that 
bigger is better. It began at New York in 1939 when the 
fanciful figure of 200 was noised about, but other peo
ple tho were there cried foul! and claimed that by 
actual and repeated head count only 125 live bodies 
could be found. A newszine published three years after 
tint worldccn stated 152 people signed the attendance 
register, but that "other signatures were not counted 
tacauce they couldn't be read.” At Chicago in 1940 I 
kept th® registration book and 128 people signed in but 
even that figure is suspect because it is believed that 
Ray Palmer signed four or five of his pseudonyms. Den
ver Ln 1941 was unquestionably the smallest, with fig
ures of 65, 75, 90, and 100 being cited by various peo
ple who were there.

Ite first outright ctember-of-commerce type fan to 
play with attendance figures was a certain Chicago per- 
sonage who had a minor role on the 1952 committee. He 

frequently boasted before the con that "his’’ convention 
would reach 1000, and that it would be the mark for all 
following conventions to aim at. And what do you Ima?, 
it apparently did reach 1000. At least, during the con
vention that gentleman took to the stage and triumphant
ly announced that the books had just been checked and 
rechecked and, by Hugo, they had cracked the tragical 
number! Cheering and applause shook tire tell and fens 
beamed at one another. Hie gentleman was a liar of the 
first water, of course.

A few weeks after the convention closed cooler 
heads examined the books and discovered that only El 7 
people ted checked in. The news kb amounted in tea 
fanzines of the day but that news never quite cateit up 
to the original announcement.

Once upon a time in darkest Michigan a cherry bomb 
was set off in a fan's front yard, following a club 
meeting at his house, and the resulting uproar brought 
out the city police, the fire trud.es, ml an emergency 
squad from the utility company searching for a gas main 
explosion. The pranksters escaped, of course, and the 
innocent fan was left to face the music.

Once upon a time in darkest New York a fen receive’! 
an obscene object tucked Inside a Christmas card, in a 
day when the post office was tire accepted authority on 
obscenity, and called in the postal inspectors. The 
fan pointed the fingerbone at his suspected tormentors 
but fortunately nothing more came of the Incident. Tre 
so-called obscene object tucked into the card can now be 
purchased at any drug store offering rubber devices in
tended to prevent pregnancy and disease.

Once upon a time in darkest Minneapolis a group of 
fun-loving fans published a fanzine that was a conven
tion report on an event known as 'InVention.' Fans and 
pros attended by invitation only, and the report was 
filled with the names of fabulous fans and fabulous pros 
who spent the exclusive weekend tevirg a fabulous time. 
If you weren't there, it meant that you weren't wanted. 
Some fans rose up in righteous indignation and thro 
ened to.ride the sponsors out of town on a rail for 
having been slighted. Other fans realized ttet te rrr:e 
'InVention' was to be taken literally.

Once upon a time in darkest Ohio, a fan took ncr 
an empty room at a convention betel and prepared for a 
one-night stand with his willing ladylove. They were 
busily engaged in doing whatever it is that consenting 
fans do at night when the hotel manager discovered them 
and ordered them to desist and vacate at once. Hie fan 
was loathe to obey, and came up off the bed swinging. 
That was his mistake, but he ted a beautiful shiner to 
display the next day.

Once upon a time in darkest Illinois, two fans hit 
upon the idea of mailing pornographic fanzines in random 
cities and towns all across the country, to thwart the 
post office and its obscenity squad. One fan collected 
articles, stories, and artwork from a number of fens 
and pros, and produced the fanzine. He then delivered 
the completed package to the second fan whose job tock 
him from coast to coast by train. The second fan would



hop off the train in a given city and mall a dozen cop
ies f ate then go on to the next town to snail a dozen 
more. At the end of a week all the copies would be 
mailed from a dozen different locations. The postal in
spectors never caught them or traced the fanzines to 
their source, but the fans decided to close down the 
clandestine operation after the second issue. The na
ture of the operation prevented accepting subscriptions, 
ate the editors never received the desired letters of 
ccemerit. The colophon was blank.

Once upon a time in darkest Philadelphia, two fans 
enlivened a convention by shooting romsn candles and 
otter fireworks off the rooftop of the con hotel. The 
msnggjmnt mi the police took a dim view of these fan- 
nish activities and the pair were hauled off to the 
stationhouse. Fortunately, they were let off with a 
stern warning, but news of the night’s events electri
fied the con and gave fans wild ideas for the future.

The following year the- worldcon was in Toronto, and it 
ms scheduled for the Fourth of July weekend, so numbers 
of visiting American fans entertained sleeping Canadians 
with fireworks. The sleeping Canadians failed to appre
ciate the effort.

Once upon a time in darkest California, the editor 
of this very fanzine advised Eskimo children to not eat 
the yellow snow.

Quote: "Nothing changes more constantly than the past; 
for the past that influences our lives does 
not consist of what actually happened, but 
of what men believed happened J’

— Gerald White Johnson

And this essay is to be read in that light. My 
memory is as befuddled as yours, and maybe even moreso. 
I.dare not write my memoirs or my autobiography.
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(DIABOLOGIC, con+’d from page 15) 
continued to promulgate the misunderstanding. As Carr 
wrote on 12/26: "I still don’t quite understand how 
Strick could have continued to misread Bergeron’s 
letter even after typing out for ms the relevant por
tion, but feelings were riding high then". Obviously 
they still are. The point is, there was m apology, 
despite fans suggesting that ft wuld be appropriate.)

X should also thank the Ws for ths FILE 770 ate 
SF CHRONICLE news Ite® saying that the Martha Campaign 
was seen as a 'vendetta against them by a fan who felt 
Blighted, in a previous worldcon political squabble. 
“In fact I haven’t believed ill of Busty’s motivations 
in supporting Martha for some time", wrote JW on 1/7, 
though I w ths ons provided a copy of that to SFC.

Thanks, also, for the fascinating story at Elan 
Litt's Hew Year's party about the other originator of ' 
the Martha can^algns about how thia person was drank 
all the time, didn’t tew what they were saying or do
ing, had been in the hospital for detox, ate wasn’t it 
a shams about being or. the last legs of alcoholism? 
This is a great ate untrue thing to say about a fen who 
has a few belts after a workday that would put a worka
holic to shaSB, sSTtliio has one of the biggest and most 
giving hearts In fandom, ate this was after the voting 
deadline so there ms nothing to gain by it anyway. 
But, hell, you’ve got momentum I guess you need 
taking distance, Aad besides, this was ths party where 
you closeted Martha for several hours and explained 
that you wre going to “get” all these people.

Thanks, Patrick ate Teresa, for SINGING THE tiAR- 
SEI1LAISE, which disclosed your objections to competi
tion and your lack of skill with statistics.

Ong last specific note of thanks. As Britfan Dave 
Langford wrote not tag ago: "As it turned out, rumour 
outraced fact in the recent race, but it remains a valid 
worry: suppose a really big fan group .,. decided to 

block-vote and 'buy TAFF'?" Ah, yes, but as we tew the 
rumor was not true that hundreds and hundreds of votes 
were pouring in for Martha (in fact, these rumors were 
in circulation before the last 100 of her 189 votes were 
gathered). Wasn't true. Didn't happen. Sure did shake 
up the Brltfans, though, who thought to take the twor 
at face value. Two of than got up a petition to freeze 
the UK TAFF funds (one of whom, a mere three years ago, 
called for an end to TAFF. When he came out with the 
petition one fellow Britfan wrote: "But when I said to 
him 'I thought you weren't interested in TAFF?', he said 
in his charming way 'I don't give a fuck about TAFF, but 
I'm mt letting this bunch of fucking Yanks tell me wtet 
to do........and had the petition signed by 120 peo
ple — only 7? of whom voted in TAFF!t It got them 
excited enough to run around and hit their own non-fan- 
zine fans for votes as well as money and gather a grand 
total of 134 European W votes, which is three times 
as many as voted in each of the previous two North Amer
ica to Europe TAFF races. Jackie Causgrove started 
getting letters from Brltfans about how TAFF was really 
for fanzine fans, and that despite tett it said on the 
ballot a nominee must really be well-known on paper on 
both sides of the Atlantic (and quoting 1953 ate 1957 
fanzines to prove it), ate that maybe non-fanzine fans 
(or at least non general fanzine fandom fans) should 
start their own TAFF. One of them wrote to complain 
about the 7,000-10,000 U.S. convention fans wte might 
make a real joke out of the potential UK voting total...

Pretty effective false nm, wasn't it, guys? 
Thanks a big bunch. Ate goodbye.
I can now join the conservation effort ate atop des

troying our forests. My lawyer, on the other hate, has 
a fresh team of loggers standing at the ready (or st 
least his own Xerox machine), a mound of processed for
est products I gathered dating all the way back to 

tcontinued on page 36)
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AL Cimy i& .. . we££ *.. A£ OuMy. He1 & amiheA. unique. todtotoktZ, and one 0^ the 
frUghten AeMndtpiinuA di.&cov&uj&A a&wcdatzd ukih moving to CtocZmiZt. Famm 
$n& may acsx££ A£ and Qd^MTUM. ^oa hid i^AdAmithing, and ^vt hit
c^mMA with a pen. Convention and &ca£ hm* him ^oa to m£cve 

l^t ViAginia ohafm {pfwmuyioed "Wet Vagina" when in hii> Mdteck mk), &>a to 
AiOMjtetUng ddiliJ‘i£Ai and ^oa to gnsat capacity to dnink Itok uhiikey and Qum- 
neAA. to pobten on my nefrMyAo^ mads "Wen CuMy — lAith & Ame/iican fabia. 
in Hie Foik TAadition", and in ihtA aAea he1 a we££ appAeciaied ^oa ^IkZ, too. Vm 
pickied -link to few to ab a mtumnibt and bta^ o/tZtAZ, mt io mention fruend and 
dAinking companion (imMy beoaa&e he tea^A my scotch atone...). Kfetam, then, 
to At1 & coAne/t 0^ Um fanzine.

Another pronouncement in the'seemingly 
never ending flow of inspirational 
gobbiedies from His High Exalted 
PoobahBity

in the great Cosmic disc of radical 
turnings which revolves like the 
wheal of Lord Shiva through all the 
revolutions of common men’s existence, 
we must not lose sight of the Kharrnle 
Importance . . . bye by®, and buy bonds.

This Is a collection of stray thoughts and random 
philosophies.

Do not look for contiguous thought here5 there is 
none. Do not look here for beginnings, middles, and/or 
ends; they are absent.

Realize, upon beginning to read this, that you are 
seeing only the immediate, the here-and-now images that 
flicker like foxfire between my ears.

So warned ... read on, MacDuff.

§§§§§§§

Initially, X had planned to call this coins® T & A 
FANTASIES, as a play on Eave's working title, TIME AND 
AGAIN. His Nibs himself mentioned the interesting acro
nym of 'T & A' in relationship to the title. Being the 
brazen' thief what I are, 1 instantly copped it fer me 
own.

So, why, I hear you ask, do I apply toe title BWE 
FLAME FURL SHINE CW.0N1CLES to this bit of (to quote 
Jethro Tull) "kitchen prose and gutter thymes*’?

Ah ha ... well, then. This, too, results fro® a 
conversation with Friend Locke.

Being a blatant hillbilly, I have a deep and abid
ing fondness for hotae-dtotilled whiskey. Be it the. 
crystal clear poteen (poachers’) of my Irish forbesrers 
... which Is officially known as ulsge baugh (meaning 
"water of life" in Gaelic and being shortened and angli
cized from ’uisgeJ to ’whiskey' by the English) ... or 
be it tlie com shine from my own native West Virginia 
and points south, I dearly love that marvelous liquid 
that slides a knife blade between toe ribs of each cell 
and then mfes your HiA. Of course, it can also 'be 
used to strip away old varnish and wax, but care must 
be taken to avoid damaging toe wood.

Mr. Locke and, as 1 recall, Ms. Causgrove once 
sampled some of tny favorite libation and found it rather 
toothsome. And, if I’m not,mistaken, so did Glicksohn 
the last time he and Doris spent the night here.

Hairy people I know in the hills use it almost ex
clusively, preferring it to anything available in
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Come on, you can do It. Be a brave 
IIt+le soldier.

hair o’ I knew you could handle It, Curry. 
Now ... wipe off your shoes & 

let's get right back to that typewriter

COLUMN;

Maybe a little of the ol* 
the dog.

stores. This does not mean they are likely to refuse 
other alcoholic thingies offered by generous souls, 
only that their preference is for sweet, clean shine.

One of Dave's concerns was whether or not I was 
certain that, after sampling it, he would not (a) go 
blind, (b) go through a mental transformation that would 
leave him grunting and snorting and rooting for truf
fles, or (c) both possibilities.

1 informed him that 1 had already tested it. I al
ways test the batches of shine before allowing it any
where near my skin, much less sending it coursing 
through my system.

You see, there are different ways to make moon
shine, and any number of these are more than capable of, 
literally, killing the drinker. I have personally seen 
the results. This Is caused by degenerated and pervert
ed fuckwads who give not a damn for either their fellow 
creatures or for the liquor produced. They are in it 
simply for the quick cash. There is no artistry in 
their hearts; there Is no glory in their souls.

Distilling Is a simple procedure. Recipe goes into 
large cauldron over fire ... cook, cook, cook ... steam 
rises through hole in top of lid ... cools while passing 
through coils ... condensation gathers on walls of 
coils ... goes dripping into jug or jar or whatever con
tainer one finds most pleasing esthetically.

And that's what 1 call ballin' the jack.
The collected condensation is what one imbibes.

The secrets of individual distillers is, usually, in the 
recipe itself.

The health hazards (at least the more immediate 
ones dealing with blindness, poisoning, etc.) are caused 
by the mechanics of the process, the apparatus involved.

The true artist of shine (who, for some reason in 
this age of attempted equality of the sexes, still seems 
to be almost exclusively male) goes to the expense of 
buying good equipment. He uses pots or cauldrons that 
are in good shape and have never had to be patched. 
Patching can call in any number of nasty minerals that 
turn the pot into something that makes a lovely planter

ZQZ
for begonias, but which is no longer fit for preparing 
anything that will pass between human lips.

Also important is the condensing coil. It should 
be in one, long piece of coiled (preferably copper) 
tubing. If it is in more than one piece, the joints 
must be crimped ... never welded. Welding brings in 
some Godbloodyawful elements that can transform one's 
IQ into something not unlike that of a three-day-old 
blowfish.

Some of the manufacturers of dirty shine have even 
been, known to run their foul product through the coils 
of old automobile radiators for the condensation pro
cess, exposing the liquor to soldered spots in the ra
diator and introducing lead to the shine.

Tills will killyoukillyoukillyou. You will probab
ly die in agony. Blinded, convulsing, wracked with 
hellish pain and mumbling '"bout your mother on the 
hill" as your remaining three brain cells reach criti
cal mass.

How then, after this long dissertation on produc
tion and quality control, does one test shine? And if 
it's that hazardous, why bother?

First of all, the test is simplicity itself.
You pour a capful into a bowl. You light a match 

and hold it just above the surface of the liquid. 
Shine fumes burn, you know.

If the flame is pure blue from bottom to tippy 
top, you have a batch of clean shine. This test proves 
nothing about the taste, of course. That, will depend 
on the recipe. But at least you know it is safe to 
drink ... as long as you do not plan on driving a car 
or operating heavy machinery within the next few hours.

If the flame ... God forbid ... has traces of 
green or flecks of orange or anything other than blue, 
it means that the liquid contains such unpleasantries 
as phosphorus and lead and so forth. Other than possib
ly pouring it into an oil lamp, this liquor (as the old 
mountain saying goes) is about as useful as tits on a 
boar.

And as to the second question of vhy all this



effort is worthwhile ... that's quite single.
In those woody hills and hallowed hollows of Appal

achia, in those rolling and mist-shrouded mountains call
ed Sankey, there live immortals. They are necromancers. 
They are wizards and alchemists. They transform base to 
precious with their time-honored and secret magicks.

There is one elderly gentleman In West Virginia who 
has been practicing his craft for ever sixty years. Not 
only is the finished product excellent in its infancy, 
but he carries it one step further. He keeps it hidden 
in the hills for five long years while it ages in port 
wine casks that have known several generations of the 
whiskey's ancestors.

This is the stuff of dreams. It is uncanny in fla
vor.

At this moment, 1 sit in my easy chair by the liv~ 
ing room window with clipboard and pad on my lap. My 
pipe sends curls of Latakia-laced tobacco smoke floating 
celllngward.

At my left tend stands the tell, thin whiskey glass 
that was given to me some years back by my wife, Lyn. 
Filling it to the rim is a clear liquid from Tennessee.

1 tested it. The blue flame danced cheerily above 
the surface.

Hence, the title source for ray column.
And for the sake of any employees of the Liquor, 

Tobacco, and Firearms branch of the U.S. Treasury Depart
ment who might be reading this ... GO AHEAD, SHITHEADS t 
TRY TO PROVE THAT MS ISN’T JUST A PIECE OF FICTION!

§§§§§§§

EXPLANATORY INTERLUDE

being a play written In one, pathetic act by 
the What-The-Hell-Am-l-Dolng-Here Department '

Stage: 'Die Locke/Causgrove kitchen.

Cast; Jackie Causgrove is sitting and staring about 
in squinty fashion while trying to decide Ae
ther they have actually filled the apartment 
with smoke or if her new contacts have just 
fogged up on her.

Dave Locke is standing at the Great. North
woods Bar & Grill while committing atrocities 
against Curry’s driving record (which lias been 
clean for neatly two years now, officer).

Al Curry is sitting across from Jackie. He 
Is staring about in squlnty fashion. While try
ing to decide whether they have actually filled 
the apartment with smoke or if his blood alco
hol level has simply fuzzed the edges of 
eternity.

He notices that the digital clock on the 
bookshelf seems to read 77 n 22 33.

Locke; Yeah, so I’ve decided to jump back into it
and start putting out a new fanzine.

Curry; Wuzza?

Locke; That's true.

Anyway, I hadn't figured on doing anoth
er one for a while, but it just goes to 
show you. Once the bug bites...

Curry: Fandhley moosh?

Locke; No, not really. But I've always wanted
to.

But, back to the new fanzine. The work
ing title is TIME AND AGAIN.

Curry; Arkls, arr uy gungudhu?

Locke; 1 wanted to talk to you about that.
Uh, here. Let. me freshen that up a bit.

Stage; Dave snatches up Al's drink and doses it
mercilessly. Jackie has headed off some- 
where to get her regular glasses, having 
decided that it must be the contacts caus
ing the atmospheric difficulties.

Curry; MW *b*-e*l*c*h* 000, pleeeze! I’bnot
gungdhu...

Locke; Heh, no problem.
Anyway, I'd love to have some thing from 

you in the first issue if you feel like get
ting into it. I know you're pretty busy 
with your writing and performing and all, 
but whatta ya think?

Curry; Musha nawie plod!

Locke; A regular column? Heh, great, Al! Glad
to have you on board.

Stage: Curry falls forward, pearl diving in his
Irish whiskey. From the stereo comes the 
Mormon Tabernacle Choir singing Nearer My 
God To Thee as he practices liquor inhala
tion.

Locke; (rubbing his palms together and grinning): 
There’s one more down for the first 

issue.

Causgrove; I would have to agree that down Is defin
itely the operative word in this instance. 
Do you think he'll remember the language by 
the time you come out with the first Issue?

§§§§§§§

I know that it Is no longer the holiday season for 
you. But, you see, this Is being written In n>ld-Decem- 
ber, and you will simply have to accept this voice from 
the past. Look, If you were able to suspend your disbe
lief long enough to take tn INDIANA JONES, you can sure- 
Iy handle this.

There we go, now. Stir the Ice In your glass; hear 
the silver tinkle. Tuck your feet up against the Spring ’ 
blasts of rain and wind...

Christmas, as a major hoohah affair, no longer 
really rattles the cage of ray life.



Granted, 1 do Love the special foods ... as must 
be obvious from the increase in my girth over the past 
few years. Every time I climb aboard a Cincinnati 
Metro bus, I expect the driver to ask for my Excess
Tonnage Manifests.

But I hate the grocery store Atwageddons required 
to obtain the Ingredients.

I enjoy giving end receiving presents. Yet, I 
LOATHE the procurement of the ones I give; since 
Qiristmas shopping, in downtown Cincinnati is the sub
ject of a new holocaust book by Hal Lindsay, you prob
ably, know What 1 mean.

The Christmas tree Is quite pretty to look at ... 
especially ours with its collection of old-fashioned 
hangiedowns, its handmade geegaws, the dated girsracks 
that Lyn and 1 have bought each year since getting to
gether.

But I am an unrepentant hilljack of the first 
water. Raised in the hills and valleys of th® Appala
chian chain, I ran the ridges as a child lite any of 
the other wild things there. I decided early on that 
an evergreen with its toes buried in the earth or scrab
bling and scratching to retain a hold on some rocky 
ledge was far more attractive than sotne shining and 
lighted corpse standing in the corner.

Oh, but my wife...
Lyn is an extraordinary chef/bater/culinary de

signer. When she turns her hand to it, she can do any
thing with a kitchen ate Its accoutrements.

What's more, she doesn’ even mind die grocery 
stores!

The purchasing of gifts Intimidates ter not at 
all. As a natter of fact, c nwda have been known to 
part for ter as she wadea to ard the counters. She 
does not hesitate to tell an one if they are being 
rude ... usually in a fashion that would get her barred 
from a ten-buck-a-night bortello. Why, the lock on her 
face, by itself, would terrii/ Beowulf.

And wrapping presents? ;b, well, that Is ter very 
own bucket of clams. This Mad Woman of Shaillot with 
whom I share space ate time siaply adores the process.

Whereas the presents I v.” p look as if they were 
prepared by a terribly bright lowland gorilla, Lyn's 
creations could be photographed for FITTER HOMES A 
GOODIES. Ite bows are perfect, ate Gjd forbid a ribbon 
or the paper on the end of » vx sho' Id be crooked in 
the least. The planet would tilt or its axis.

The tree, too, is her domain. This year (thank
Cron), her mother picked the thing up ... all three 
feet of it.

Lyn erected It.
She ate our sons decorated it.
I took, a nap to get rid of a screaming headache.
On Chris teas morning, we will go through our yearly 

ritual. Breakfast will consist of tea ate the goodies 
from our stnekir^s ... which she hangs. In my case, 
this will be caviar mid truffle pate, if bygone years 
are any indication. { t

We will open presents ate say, "Ooh," and, Oh >
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greatate other such expressions of surprise and won
der done as much for the giver as for the recipient.

We will look at the trappings of Christmas scat
tered in all directions ate share a quiet day reading 
ate listening to music ate preparing our mini-feast 
for the early evening hours.

Well, shit! Maybe it’s not so bad after all. 
Ate may Bah Humbug us, everyone.

§§§§§§§

A FEW COMMENTS ON AWRY #4

Now, now, I know I'm a bit tardy with this, Daye; 
but a well-written fanzine is a joy forever (or some
thing lite that), so it surely must follow that it re
mains LoCfodder for the same timeframe. After all, 
March of 1973 (the pubbing date of AWRY #4) was only 
... groan ... about twelve years ago.

What was going on in tny world then? Uh ... lemne 
think.

1 ms pushing twenty-three.
You were putting out fanzines; I was putting out 

poetry (still do, for that matter) ate a small pond of 
other bits of usually rejected wordage.

AWRY #4 came out one r. -th shy of my second anni
versary with try first wife,

AWRY #4 came out three months shy of my separation 
f mn tty first wife.

By March, our separation was already a decided 
thing, awaiting only the final determination of certain 
financial arrangements.

I was looking for appropriate articles for tny knap
sack ... a couple of journals I was keeping, clean 
socks, extra jeans, that sort of thing. By June 1st, 
I was in readiness. She ate I had signed the papers to 
transfer the title for the Datsun (and the bank loan) 
into her name. By June 6th, I was off,

friend, Jim McCallister, drove me the forty- 
some miles from Charleston to Huntington, where I was to 
spend the night with an old flame ate her new candle.

Julia saw me to the bus station the next Homing, 
along with Charlie (her new candle). We did the expec
ted hugs ate kisses and write-if-you-get-work rituals. 
Charlie studied the surrounding landscape for a few min
utes. I suppose he decided that she might as well get 
it over with, since I was hitting the road ate effec
tively removing myself from potential candlehood.

I climbed onto the big gray dog with my stuffed 
knapsack, my guitar, ate my knar led ate twisted walking 
stick dated 1844.

This episode served to end Julia's part in my life, 
except for one more incident that I will cover in some 
future column to be entitled "Curry Does Cleveland.”

All of this was going on just before ... during ... 
and shortly after the unleashing of AWRY

Great issue, Dave. Really looking forward to #5.

§§§§§§§



1TSY. RAZORS, B1TSY KNIVES

They are the universal truisms that knick their 
tiny knicks in your sanitys that slash their miniscule 
slashes in your reason. All the little things through
out the passing days that irk and pissoff and generally 
wreak havoc with your sense of symmetry, your concepts 
of balanced cause and effect.

For instance; *

The windshield wipers of buses never move at tire 
same speed. Why is that? I mean, while one is scat 
singing a snicksnicksnickstiick boogie, the other is do
ing mournful swocoosh, swoooosh blues.

It’s ridiculous. Do bus manufacturers think that 
less rain falls on one side of a windshield than on the 
other?

Besides, if there is some monotonous and repetitive 
percussion going, err, 1 sing to nyself mentally to take 
the edge of the boredom off. But even I cannot work on 
two clashing percussions simultaneously.

Give snlcksrdcksnicksnlck to the Beatles.
"Woke, up?’ snicksnick "Got outta bed." snick

snick
"Dragged a comb across Kry head." snicksnicksnick- 

snick
"Found my way downstairs and drank a cup,
"And looking up, I noticed X was late." snickstiick- 

anicksnick
At this point, let’s drag Andy Williams into the 

fray?
Moors River wider than a mile 
swoooosh swoooosh swoooosh swoooosh 
Now, put the two together.
AH BA! Can’t do it, can ya, smartass?!

Another one that always gets me is the traffic 
Light at the corner of Paxton and Isabella.

It natters not at all from which direction I hit 
the intersection. Ite darned thing will always turn 
yelte* just in time for me tc be a little too far away 
to mhe it.

If 1 drive alow enough to raise the blood pressure 
of drivers behind me, the Light will change in time to 
stop me.

If X scream up Isabella as if ny ass were aflame, 
the Light will change in time to stop me.

This is a UlttVERSAL T8U1S14 decreed by whatever cos
mic power first kicked loose the gears of entropy, that 
determined that we should circle Sol as opposed to the 
other way around, that wrote the Law saying that all 
dogs should hate mail carriers.

Small town cops and straight citizens will always 
look onw as a hippy. I am not a hippy; I have never 
been cue. I identify more closely (in spite of try lack 
of years) with the beatniks, the poets, the writers and 
painters of the early, mid, and Late fifties than with 
the bi;rrcwers of philosophy of the sixties.

Small town cops and straight citizens will always 
look on ny beloved friend, Mike Glicksohn, as a hippy.

He is not; as far as 1 know, he has never truly been 
one. Many of his personal realities would appear to be 
diametrically opposed to certain so-called hippy philo
sophies. This is no criticism of Mike, of course, only 
a statement that his philosophies seem, to me, differ
ent.

Small town cops and straight citizens will always 
look on Dave Locke as one of their own, despite the 
beard. He is not; as far as I can see, Dave would far 
rather open a vein than be such. Dave Locke Is, in
stead, an observer from PLANET X.

The way these paragraphs fit into tty bit about 
"ITSY RAZORS, BETSY KNIVES" (in case you were begin
ning to wonder) is that the small people, such as small 
town cops and straight citizens, will always generalize 
on the basis of appearance.

Am I generalizing? Well, of course.
But 1 figure ... fuck’etn, they fired first!

§§§§§§§

EPILOGUE

This concludes the first, installment of BLUE FLAME 
TORE SHINE CHROTICLIS. Ute damned thing is getting toe 
long.

Let me simply say, in closing, that today is 
Christmas Day, 1984.

I have stuffed nyself for brunch on the caviar and 
the pat£ and all the other goodies from ay stocking. I 
have tested both of my new pipes, and, at this very in- • 
stent, I am sending up clouds of blue smoke, the burn
ing of one sacrificial virgin drawn from a box of 
twenty-five Cuesta key black cigars that was under the 
tree with my name attached.

I am feeling quite mellow and cuddly in ny bearded 
paunchiness. I can only pray each of you had a holiday 
season that showed tew many friends you really have, 
and how much someone truly loves you.
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"It's a Dirty Job, but sanebody has to do it?' 
This is particularly true of janitorship. In the three 
years I was official janitor of the IASFS, I had a uni
que opportunity to get up on all the dirt in the club. 
As an experienced staff worker, I naturally can handle 
any job. On assuming the dutlea of janitor, I first 
optimized, then prioritized, and finally bifurcated. 
After that, I upgraded ay job title.

The previous incianbent had been known as the Head 
of Maintenance. I decided to upgrade ay title to Grand 
High Janitor. I signed various notices that I posted on 
occasion as "Milton F. Stevens, By The Grace of God, 
Janitor." The idea of divine right janitorship Is one 
that hasn't received a lot of attention. It seems logi

cal to me that If God determined some people would be 
kings, He also determined that others wculd be jani
tors. The janitors of the world just haven't been look
ing at tilings the right way.

The job of cleaning the LASFS Clubhouse is a for
midable one. At times, one can imagine that cleaning 
the Augean Stables; must have been an easjer job. Of 
course, Hercules had to do that job without modem de
tergents or a vacuum cleaner. 1 recall that Tarai once 
commented disparagingly that LASFS was spending more 
money on a vacuum cleaner than it was on one of the 
never-ending revivals of SHAGGY, and that certainly in
dicated where the club's priorities were. If Tarai had 
ever tried cleaning a 2000 square feet building with a
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up jobs in famish history. When confronted with ft bath 
tub full of crunchy peanut butter the maid reputedly 
said that she fed seen worse. It’s hard to imagine what 
that worse was, and I’m almost glad that the fans Ln 
question didn't ask for further details. In general, 
hotel maids do not seem to be easily excited. On one 
occasion when 1 was on the concern, I went into the con 
suite first thing in the towing. The place had been 
cleaned and the leftover junk fed teen neatly stacked 
on a table. On top of the stack was a hash pipe com
plete with residue. I got rid of that sucker in a 
hurry, and the committee resolved to keep closer track 
of what was going on late at night.

I’ve helped clean up after numerous room parties. 
This isn't too much of a problem except when the. hotel 
is threatening to charge corkage on ems and bottles 
found in rooms, I recall that the Fontainebleau in 
Miami Beach was one of the hotels that threatened to do 
that. So after one party, we were left with the problem 
of what to do with ten gallons of aluminum cans. Our 
solution was to get a laundry hatrper, fill it with cans, 
and put it in the service elevator. Corkage fees do en
sure that the hotel will be able to find trash easily.

At another convention, 1 had a different problem 
with the con suite. Again, I walked into the con suite 
first thing in the morning to find two fans still chat
ting from the night before and one Inert body. The body 
wasn't dead, but he sort of wished he was. Hotel maids 
may be tolerant, but 1 didn't think they would put up 
with a body. So began a series of events that began to 
resemble "The Trouble With Harry.” Since the fellow 
didn’t have a hotel room, 1 moved him to a concern sleep
ing room. Elayne Fela made me move hh from there two 
tours later, so I moved him to tty room. My wife made me 
move him from there two tours after that. Fortunately, 
he was ambulatory again by 4 p.m., and I was able to get 
rid of him altogether.

They say that anything that doesn’t kill you is 
good for experience. Janitaring was an experience. I 
think they also used to say "Join fantom and learn a 
trade."

fansine, his priorities might be a little bit different 
also.

Ail sorts of power comes along with the job of jan
itor. After all, what other club officer can make the 
entire, meftfoership disappear in crap if he chooses? Hie 
janitor also has the right to give anyone a bad dose of 
the evil eyeball if they are caught messing around. 
Some stories were circulated that exaggerated what I in
tended to do with the powers of janitorship. It isn't 
really true that 1 planned on covering the entire mem
bership with slip covers in the interests of neatness. 
Not that It’s a bad idea, but I didn't happen to think 
of it.

There are many exciting challenges to being a jani
tor. The Shadow nay know what evil lurks in the hearts 
of mm, but I know what lurks under the LASFS sinks. It 
certainly is exciting when you discover new life evolv
ing in the LASTS refrigerator. I suspected that some of 
that life was plotting to promote Itself up the food 
chain. There were also many puzzles to be considered. 
I could imagine hew the members got footprints on the 
walls, but 1 never was able to figure out how they got 
them at eye level. For awhile, I was finding used sur
gical glaves in the LASFS trash. I had to wonder about 
that. Was The fed Proctologist really a LASS'S matter? 
I eventually did find the answer. The gloves were being 
used to clean the mimeograph. As Sherlock fefees put 
it, 'ta you've eliminated the impossible, the real 
answer is likely to be silly.”

The job of janitor %aas also useful for avoiding 
certain situations. Tuesday was try regular cleaning 
night, and for awhile I was sharing the premises with 
toe incipient writers' group. You all know what aspir
ing writers are like. They all sees to feel that it’s 
CK to interrupt mopping the floor to read fiction at 
you. It’s difficult to explain to them that mopping the 
floor is more interesting than listening to their fic
tion. Wile aspiring fiction writers are bad, aspiring 
poets are ten times worse.

Announcing that X was just the Janitor and fed no 
coreiectian whatsoever with, the writers* group saved me 
from & couple of fed doses of poetry. One of the aspir
ing Libertarian writers otice Interrupted tty mopping with 
a downright accusation. "I've heard that you're Chair~ 
tim of the Board and Janitorj that sounds awfully Gan- 
monistic to me.” "Yep” was about the only reply 1 could 
think of, although I was beginning to see Ay ft was 
against state Law to give sharp objects to Libertarians.

Once the habit of janltaring is established, it 
starts spreading to other areas. Eventually, it will 
spread to almost everything except cleaning your own 
house. You kfew that it’s spreading when you start 
actively noticing that convention hotels full of fans 
start looking like a staapede of hogs has just passed 
through. The per capita crud that fans can produce is 
nothing short of astfazing.

The hotel staff naturally fears the major brunt of 
cleaning up after fans. The famous peanut butter caper 
of 1972 would have to be one of the most loathsome clean
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Euc Mayen has been qubfe active tatety in siting the kind ot mateniat fpn which 
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tittle, hobby universe, and any increase in his votume wMddiipping can only be 
viewed as a good thing. Thete one veny veny (Jew who can step up to this tenet o^ 
fanwiting titenacy, but we. can ait step ap to apAeciate. the nesutts.

I think the only real artist 1 ever met was my 
father’s friend Vincent Civiletti. My father attracted 
herds of artistic poseurs during his years as a high 
school art teacher in Pennsylvania but only one Mr. Civ- 
ilettl. From my youngest days I can recall him arriving 
at our back door unannounced, wife, seven kids and, 
occasionally a mother-in-law, in tow, at 11 p.m. or dawn 
Sunday or, most often, precisely at 5 when my mother had 
just scraped together a supper of tuna casserole and 
leftovers. The kids would inroedlately descend on the 
kitchen table. "Supper?" Mr. Civiletti would invariably 
exclaim, his voice rising as it often did into an incred
ulous squeek as if he truly didn1t remember having made 
the same mistake only four days earlier. "You're kid
ding,. Nobody eats this early." To this day 1 retain a 
thoroughly unartlstlc dread of doorbells sounding unex
pectedly.

What qualified Mr. Civiletti as a real artist, to 
tty mind, was not just his Bohemian disregard for tire 
social niceties, nor was it the fact that he and Norman 
Rockwell were the only artists with paintings on perman
ent display at the Baseball Hall of Fame. What distin
guished him most from all the other self-styled painters, 
potters, and sculptors vho limped, moaned, or blustered 
their way through our living room was his lack of pre
tense. He wasn't out to prove himself to anyone. He 
knew he was an artist as surely as a cat knows it's a 
cat, and simply treated the world accordingly.

For instance, Mr. Civiletti never felt the need to 
look like an artist. He drove a white Lincoln Continen

tal and dressed habitually in dark, pinstriped suits. 
He was, it is true, thin and hawknosed, not unlike a 
young Rockwell in appearance, an inpresslon heightened 
by the pipe he wore stuck out of the comer of his 
mouth. But the pipe was, I asstine, a prop left over 
from his early career when he'd painted Little Leaguers 
sliding into home plate with the winning run for a 
calendar company. Even In those apprenticeworks an as
tute observer might have discerned in the modeling of 
the figures a suppleness that Rockwell never attained 
and 1 believe by the time I knew him Mr. Civiletti had 
outgrown his mentor, if not his mentor's pipe.

I say I believe he felt this because he was not ny 
friend but ny father's and I was never sure of his ac
tual views on artists, though within ny hearing he talk
ed of nothing else. He was, for example, convinced that 
Andrew Wyeth did not understand human anatomy. "Look 
at those legs," he'd say to my father, poking a care
fully manicured finger at a Wyeth reproduction in ny 
father's newest copy of "Art in America", his voice ris
ing as it always did when he became agitated, vhlch was 
most of the time. "No one ... no one, has legs that 
long. If he got out of that chair he’d be eight feet 
tall." Mr. Civiletti bore Wyeth's shortcomings as a 
draughtsman as though they formed his own personal 
cross yet one day, having left his house for a package 
of cigarettes with which he was perpetually, half
heartedly trying to supplant the pipe, he decided in
stead to drive 200 miles to Chads ford where he knocked 
on Wyeth's back door. The outcome of this impromptu
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pilgrlnsge has never been clear to me. I’m not sure 
whether he was granted an audience. or whether Wyeth 
was in Maine, or at supper. He did observe several 
bams that Wyeth bad depicted badly. In retrospect I 
think Mr. Civiletti honestly despised Wyeth’s artistic 
ability and just as sincerely admired his success.

Mr. Civiletti never achieved great success himself 
although he diligently studied for it. When my father 
threw over his teaching job to pursue watercolor full 
time Mr. Civiletti showed up every morning at our house. 
If my father was out sketching in the woods, or In the 
studio laying down a watercolor wash, Mr. Civiletti took 
to my father’s chair, next to the magazine rack and 
leafed through art ttsgazines. I was keeping college 
tours at the time and it was a norm! occurrence for me 
to cane downstairs in try bathrobe and find him already 
ensconced in the living room, having let himself in un
obtrusively so as not to disturb anyone. He would be 
sitting, examining the news of the distant New York City 
art world with a faintly pained look. Sometimes he 
would groan slightly, reacting perhaps to an exawle of 
Fop Art, a color field painting, or his ulcer.

His research always led him to the same conclusion. 
"Realism is caning back," he’d announce and proceed to 
outline his Latest scheme for taking advantage of this 
trend idtich threatened for as long as 1 knew him. I’m 
sure he dreamed, as some dream of winning the lottery, 
that the major New York galleries would all, miraculous
ly, be bou^it up by descendants of the nineteenth cen
tury French Academicians. But realistically, he under
stood that the renascent realism that would catapult him 
to success would have to be figurative painting — one 
itotith — or super realism — the next.

1 found the art magazines incomprehensible and .so, 
not knowing d'Arches front de Kooning, I recall few de
tails of these schemes. They were always radical though, 
at least to his mind. He would give up some practice of 
twenty years or consign part of art history to the scrap- 
heap. "I’m never doing another portrait," he'd tall my 
father, or "Landscape went out with Constable." As of
ten. as mt the radical departure involved pure technique 
and I saw him become just as agitated over the rag con
tent of modem water color paper as he did over cubism. 
He was forever giving up oils for pastels, and then, 
finding pastels an abomination, moving on to guache or 
ordering $200 of the best sable brushes for watercolors 
he never painted because by the time die brushes arrived 
he'd discovered acrylics. He’d end up giving the brushes 
to ny father.

He was handicapped in his efforts by living in East 
Orange rather than. the East Village. By the time the 
art magazines reported the newest fads in the galleries 
tire native artists were up to something else In their 
studios. His schemes were clever but obsolete at their 
Inception and I guessed he had as meh chance hitting 
the New York art market with them as he would’ve had 
hitting it with a refurbished V-2.

We used to visit the big, ramshackle famhouse 
where he lived long before I came to think of him as an

artist, when he was just a family friend. The unpainted 
house sat on a hill, beside a one lane dirt road, amid 
untended apple orchards and fields where I played base
ball with his sons. Crowds of dogs fought for table- 
scraps in the driveway. Mr. Civiletti didn't have the 
heart to turn strays away but couldn’t actually afford 
to feed them.

Despite the appearance given by the suits and the 
Lincoln he was always in dire financial straits. His 
solutions were not always conventional. There was a 
Christmas his children wanted an electric organ. Mr. 
Civiletti obligingly purchased one on the installment 
plan. By the time the organ was repossessed for fla
grant nonpayment the kids had tired of trying to Learn 
it, as I guess he knew they would.

Mr. Civiletti’s wife accepted her husband's artis
tic destiny without complaint and did piecework in a 
sewing factory. When I began to think of Mr. Civiletti 
as an artist it struck me that Dina was an oddly mundane 
match for him but the last I heard she had joined an ob
scure religious sect and was taking bus excursions to 
the site of the Second Coming so perhaps she had some of 
the visionary in her as well. I know she had a superior 
recipe for lasagna.

A few times I went on outings with Mr. Civiletti 
and the kids, Mrs. Civiletti being unavailable since she 
worked double shifts and weekends. One trip in particu
lar stands out. We must have been driving to some des
tination but I don't remember arriving. What 1 do re
member is how, all stuffed into the ear with the win
dows closed and the aircondltlordng on full, we began 
to serenade Mr. Civiletti with a rendition of "High 
Hopes." Mile after mile we sang, louder and louder un
til we were all shrieking at the tops of our small lungs. 
"They’ve got hi-yl-yliiii hopes! THEY'VE GOT HI-YI-YII- 
im HOPES’"

1 suppose Mr. Civiletti could hardly have stopped 
us singing a song %hlch so embodied his own outlook. 
However, the racket was so unbearable that, rather than 
talking around his pipe as usual, he was driven to 
actually remove it from the cornet of his mouth periodi
cally to shout, without rancor, "Will you goddamned kids 
shut up!" No doubt this incident impressed me because 
uy parents would never have referred to "goddaim" any
thing within tty earshot. They wouldn't have let us keep 
up the caterwauling, either.

Mr. Civiletti seemed inurred to bedlam. Living un
der tire same leaky roof with seven quarreling kida and 
two feuding mothers-in-law never seemed to phase him. 
He was so engrossed in Art that he didn't notice the 
great gray world beyond, or if he did it registered only 
as an occasional twinge in the duodenm. One year the 
FBI staked out an abandoned cold storage warehouse not 
100 yards from the north facing windows of his studio. 
The warehouse liad once been used to store apples but the 
Mafia had converted it into an illegal still and carried 
on bootlegging operations for months. When Mr. Civiletti 
claimed not to have noticed the hooch filled semis roll
ing past hla windows and down the dirt toad, you could



almost believe hint.
"Trucks," he said, "Why would I notice trucks? I 

was working on Mrs. Braverman's portrait."
As careless as he may have been about the world he 

was obsessive about his art. He was a perfectionist. 
It was not uncoriwn for him to walk uninvited into a 
patron's house, months after a sale, remove a portrait 
from the living room wall and haul it back to his stu
dio to correct a nostril he’d been losing sleep over. 
As like as not, one brush stroke led to another and the 
painting was returned entirely reworked. This might 
have been a dangerous practice, given Mr. Civiletti's 
ever changing schemes. But usually a banker who - ould 
foreclose at the drop of a promissory note wouldn't turn 
a hair, let alone demand a refund, when he found the 
soft, impressionistic portrait of his wife transformed 
into an exquisite example of super realism, complete 
with warts.

It was no accident that Mr. Civiletti's customers 
treated him with deference. "Only people with money buy 
art," he once explained to mj' father, "and those kinds 
of people hold artists in contempt. You have to con
vince them you're one of them or they won’t do business 
with you. If you want to sell, to bankers you dress like 
a barker. You drive a tenter's car. If 1 pull into 
sane big shot's driveway in a Volkswagen I'm not going 
to get in his front door let alone sell him a painting."

He thought nothing of dropping in on customers, or 
total strangers, to suggest it was time they ted some 
artwork done. "You have to be aggressive," he said. 
"That’s wh’t they admire." What success he had seemed 
to bear hl i philosophies out. The first Lincoln he had 
gotten by talking into a newly built automobile showroom 
and conviming the owner, had probably never thought 
of such a thing in his life, that the place should be 
covered with murals in exchange for a car.

As I've said, Mr. Civiletti was my father's friend. 
I suppose the closest I ever came to knowing him well 
was the day of the flood. It was early June and rain 
ted fallen, without let-up, for a week. Not a normal 
rain either but a torrent, engulfing the hou in a 
ceaseless, numbing roar as it drumned unto the roof and 
against the windows. College was out for the summer and 
I should have been looking for a job but instead I was 
keeping to my room working and reworking the first two 
pages of an epic fantasy novel but mostly staring out 
the window into the shifting curtains of water that ob
scured the backyard. Every fifteen minutes or so I 
rushed to the mailbox by the highway, hoping to inter
cept ttty semester grades which would show I hpd flunked 
two courses and withdrawn from three, about par for 
someone who's Just decided he's an artist.

Before dam, on the sixth, the Susquehanna Rivet 
overflowed its dikes. For once I was up early, glued to 
the television. In a stroke of good fortune Wilkes- 
Barre ws flooded, along with the Wilkes campus and the 
registrar's office. Sandbagging operations were under
way, to no avail. Plymouth was innundated, then Forty 
Fort, Shavertown., and Luzerne, The river wrn giving any

motorists foolhearty enough to venture out a lesson in 
topography, flooding highways and streets wherever they 
dipped Into the rater's range, often at unexpected 
places.

Mr. Civiletti shewed up at the usual time, dress
ed in his pin striped suit, his only concession to the 
natural disaster a pair of overshoes. He wanted to go 
out photographing. My father refused. I readily 
agreed.

Hie car radio blared emergency news, warning resi
dents to stay indoors. "They're got to be kidding," 
said Mr. Civiletti. "Stoy in and miss this?" The 
highway to Wilkes-Barre was flooded a mile from the 
house but Mr. Civiletti knew a detour. To me, it re- 
sembled an abandoned logging trail. He drove the Lin
coln like a jeep. We slewed from ditch to ditch. Tree 
limbs slapped and scratched at the car's windshield and 
sides.

We emerged again onto Route 92 where the highway 
paralleled the river. It was a stunning sight. Nor
mally a steep embanteent ran down 40 or 50 feet to the 
river but on this day the river was almost exactly lev
el with the roadway. In fact, a trick of perspective 
made the choppy waters at the opposite side of the river 
appear to loom above us. Here and there tendrils of 
water were snaking across our path and it seemed that 
it would take about three buckets more to raise the 
water level enough to rash us off the road. 'This is 
really semsthing" said Mr. Civiletti, fueling for his 
tobacco pouch, steering the car along the brink with 
one hand.

The river ms clogged with debris, oil barrels, 
scraps of siding, whole trees festooned in billowing 
swaths of black and clear plastic, all racing along the 
current, matching our own considerable, speed. Both the 
water and the sky were the sama dead gray. I was re
minded of the debate Mr. Civiletti and ny father had 
been having for years, ny fattier claiming water always 
reflected the color of the sky, Mr. Civiletti claiming 
it had Its own color.

Once, Mr. Civiletti pulled off the highway and into 
a deserted street. The houses ted been evacuated. We 
climbed out of the car and I realised ny muscles ached 
with tension as if I'd sat for hours. Mr. Civiletti 
strolled around the police barricade ’.locking our way. 
The rain had stopped, leaving only a .1st which clung 
to the lenses of sy wirepins. Everything was utterly 
still. There waa te traffic. No birds sang. Whatever 
incidental sounds there might have teen were absorbed 
by the liquid rush of the swollen r'^r^r. The darkened 
houses waited their fate, bionic windows staring, un- 
bllnkingly, toward the approaching water. It was invi
gorating, being in a place everyone else ted fled.

Within minutes a patrol car pulled up, its flasher 
a red exclamation against the gray. Car doors cracked 
shut in the silence. "It's CSC," Mr. Civiletti shouted 
to the approaching state troopers. "I'm Just taking 
photos. I'm a painter." In fact, chough he'd removed 
the lenscap his Leica hung by its strap unused. Its



lens had the same look as his eyes. “You’ll have to 
move on,” the troopers told us. “River's still rising. 
No one’s allowed here.” I wonder what they thought 
such an unlikely pair was up to — a hippy looking kid 
with hair over his shoulders and sodden bellbottoms and 
a middle aged wan in a three piece suit.

As we drove on, exclaiming at each new vista of 
destruction, I told itself that tire troopers wouldn’t 
have seen or been tibia to understand the artistic bond 
Mr. Civiletti and I shareri, wouldn't have appreciated 
our shared delight at seeing the world of bill collect
ors and college registrars brought to a standstill.

In die city the National Guard was already making 
an Ineffectual effort to restore order. Often we were 
prevented frail approaching flooded areas by manned 
barricades. But Just as often we were brought up short 
by water, lapping up to an Intersection like the primor
dial sea returned. It was eerie, seeing houses and 
trees half submerged, out of sight of the river itself. 
Mr. Civiletti kept slewing, or even stopping at the 
heads of flooded streets, peering down them thought
fully. At first I thought our aig-zag route was aim
less, but after a toile I realized we were sticking to 
the well-to-do section of town.

I was puzzled until we stopped halfway down a 
street which must have dipped down a hill, judging 
from tee fact that 1.00 yards in front of us nothing 
was visible above the water except for some enormous 
television antennas. Mr. Civiletti puffed contentedly 
at his pipe. "Doesn't matter where that one whs 
hung,” he said. "The whole place is under water. I 
don't know about Braverman's place though* 1 think 
the water must be only up to the first floor there 
sriA last time I fixed her portrait I had to take it 
out of an upstairs bedroom. If I'm lucky they moved 
it to the living room. This is great. It'll take me 
two years just to replace the paintings that have been 
ruined. "

He backed the Lincoln out of toe street. A few 
blocks further on a cop was directing traffic. Mr. 
Civiletti leaned out the window to speak to him. 
"Valley Motors,” he said, "down on Market Street. Has 
it gone under?”

(CHABOLOGIC, con+'d from page 25)
February of last year, and a glean in his eye. I tell 
him he won’t be needed, but he has hopes.

What? Yes, tai you, I feel much better now.

There was a physician on the’west coast who said 
that if exercise were good for you, there wouldn't be 
any such thing as sports medicine.

I've never been very big on sports, though sane 
offer the saving grace of beating exercise for the sake 
of exercise. Jogging, forinstsnee, bored me silly and 
served only to make my beer foam up. On the other hand, 
as a kid I played softball and there wasn’t much eear- 
else to it. In fact, I ws the only one on the team 
too got to sweat. My job was to wear a steel jock, 
squat behind the batter, spread my legs, and listen to 
some'fool behind me stout things like, "strike twol" as 
a teaanate hurled a projectile at my crotch. Sweating 
just kind of came with the job. They finally threw me 
off the team when I began tossing the ball over the 
fence instead of returning it to the pitcher.

The only sport 1 really went in for as a pubescent 
youngie was table tennis. I was too short for basket
ball and didn't want to go to the expense of being, 
taller, and I didn't care for the main objective in 
football (ies to nail that sunuvabitch carrying the 
ball). I tried wrestling and did well at it, but quick
ly developed an aversion to pit odors and to the occa
sional instance of having someone sit on my face. I 
could run just slower than a speeding bullet for short 

distances, outhauling anyone I knew, but the school had 
informally infrequent track exercises (ies no team) and 
my talent seemed useless unless there ms a fire.

There were two tennis courts at Indian Lake Central 
School, but this was before Bobbie Riggs financed hia 
retirement by wearing shorts and appearing on teevee to 
toip a fuzzy little ball around with Margaret Court and 
then Bill Jean King, fo, our courts were generally un
used, and though I played on teem a few times it was all 
very embarrassing — swinging tod missing, overrunning 
the ball and doing a windmill impersonation, serving the 
ball on try foot, and other things too depressing to men
tion — and my fascination with tennis was a decade away 
at that point.

So, ping pong it was.
Now, pong isn't a letter sport, doesn't come with 

cheerleaders, and doing well at tee county schools 
tournament won’t catch the eye of a recruiter from Hong 
Kong. If you play tee game right you can get a workout 
and even sweat a bit, but there wasn't a school in the 
county that didn't think it a silly Idea to give locker 
room privileges to the ping pong team, I mean, you’ll 
probably never play pong anywhere and hear "okay, men, 
let’s hit the showers." On the plus side, there's no 
uniform and you don't have to change your shoes,. Any- 
Way, I knew they wouldn't let us shower together because 
one of the cheerleaders was on the team. After a few 
games she smelled just as bad as any of us, but we did 
not risk having someone giggle by attempting to hit the 
showers. Instead we stood around talking with those who 

(continued on page 41)
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Skit. — Paid. Bolton — th one. o^ the 4rt.ee teAt (towutgAA p^ent^ active. 4t 
4k U.K. (Bob Shan and ftwe LanQ^ond. one. the o4ka &&). In toot, het* io meti- 
cidbxb about hu pwte. that 4k othen day fie. telephoned c£m awtoM, the. M^itip 
puddle. to change. a. vm.i he/te. and thexe. tn the. ^Mooing ahitcte.. Either that on, 
because. oq alt the thing* he *ay& h&te about 0x6 («Ao ha* to live with him} and 
about Joni Stopa. (my ($LLIMW coediton, Who *end& him thing* in the wit*}, he 
thought he'd bettex be mahe. ca/tefa£.

I seen to be going through the famish ’change'.
One ndnute there I am, behaving perfectly normal — 

normal for me, anyway. Everything is cool. 'Nice Fan
dom* is ticking over smoothly* Ail the geese that hang 
around in my vicinity have never even heard the word 
■'boo*. Not that I’ve ever really understood why anyone 
would want to talk to a goose In the first place, never 
mind say "sW to one. Is it a password of some sort? 
It all sounds vaguely Free-Masonish to me. However, I’m 
digressing again ~~ which is one of the symptoms, or so 
I am given to understand. Symptoms of the ’change’, 
that is. Your mind and body are not at peace with then- 
selves, and you start forgetting things. What things? 
Ch yes, I remember. The Change.

Like 1 said, one minute everything is tlckety-boo 
— and then it happens. All Fandom Is Plunged Into War. 
And that's OK too, because from a strictly personal 
point of view, everything is still cool, not to say per
mafrost. 1 sit on the sidelines and look ssksnce. I

shake, my head from side to side in a kind of low-key 
amazement. 1 ‘tut* a lot. Cone to think of it, I 
probably present a ludicrous sight, shaking and tott
ing, but that's cool too, because there's nobody to 
see me except Cas, and when X sneak a peek at her from 
the corner of my eye 1 see that she is watching me, 
shaking her head and going * tut-tut' too, so there's 
no problem there. Well there is really. She's better 
at it than 1 am. Cas could out-tut anyone. If they 
ever bring tutting Into the Olywics Cas will take the 
gold. No sweat! In fact, she'd probably take the sil
ver and bronze too. Mind you, she has an unfair advan
tage. She gets lots of practice. Well, she has ma to 
tut at. However, this is all by-tte-by. My tuttability 
is not at question here.

To cut a long story short, ’The End’. No, no; 
that’s a bit too short. To cut a short story consider
ably longer — I got sucked in. One minute there 1 am 
cm tiie sidelines, tutting at all the other assholes, 
the next minute I'm an asshole myself. My fame has 
become far more contentious of late. Well, I blame, it 
on the fucking 'change'. That's excuse.

Mind you, It isn't only try outgoing mail that is 
showing signs of The Change, All the fine fatmish fan- 
zines that used to grace my mailbox seem to have dried 
up or lost their regularity. All I seem to get these 
days are xeroxes of letters from somebody else to some- 
bcdy-other-else. It is not good, fun, but it's tetter 
than nothing. If it wasn't for these xeroxes X would 
be forced to conclude that The Grlnch had not only 
stolen Worldcon, but had sneaked back arsd pocketed Fan
dom too. Fortunately that isn't quite true. I do atill 
get seme otter fannish Mil, though even I have to ad
mit that it is semetiases pretty weird. Mainly because 
it seems to comprise nothing but parcels from a ski re
sort in Wisconsin. I mean, do you get parcels from a 
ski resort in Wisconsin? Well, the ski resort is of 
course a front for Joni Stops, and the fact is that, 
despite the thousands of nd.lee of hard stuff and wet 
stuff that separates us, Joni and I complement each 
other perfectly (new If I could only persuade Cas and 
Jon to run away together...). The thing is, Joni loves 
to give whilst I, grasping sod that I am, love to re
ceive. We were made for each other.

I am very good at getting. I have turned it into 
an art. Fortunately Joni is every bit as proficient at



giving. It has almost reached the stage vhere my first 
question to Cas, upon coming home in the evening is, 
“What did we get from Jeni today?'1. Well, not yester
day. Yesterday the question was, “Why the hell has Joni 
sent us some handkerchiefs and carpet-squares?". Closer 
examination revealed that the carpet-squares were not in 
fact square, nor were they carpet. De-Luxe table-mats 
and knapkins, were what they were, which answers one 
question whilst beggaring another, though It does re
veal a degree of consistency. Now we can have a dinner 
party. The consistency comes in because one of Joni's 
earlier parcels contained 'a complete Japanese meal' 
(along with a sample of every nut In the known universe 
— although what the connection is, other than the ob
vious, I fail to grasp). But I won't dwell upon this 
parcel, because I have already written it up into an 
article for another faned, coming soon (well, eventu
ally) to a fanzine near you. Always assuming that is, 
that the Cantor’s of this world ever get the lead out. 
Nor will I dwell upon the ones that arrived just before 
Christmas. After all, doesn’t everyone receive a sock 
full of kisses for Orris teas 7 The akelkids did, while I 
am sitting here typing this whilst wearing a cardigan 
that has travelled further than Senator Kennedy in 
search of votes. I have no idea where the sheep care 
from, that supplied the wool, but I'm certain it was 
half-a-wrld-away from Macao, where the raw materials 
were transformed into a bespoke garment which was ship
ped forthwith to Mr. Sears in. New York (Mr. Sears does 
live in New York, doesn't he?). The garment ws then 
rushed to the Wisconsin environs before being redirected 
to Stockport. They say that fabric can. get 'tired'. 
I’m not surprised. What really shook me was when I wore 
it for a walk in the country. A sheep in the nearby 
field looked up at me and obviously recognised my cardi
gan. It went "Meaaaa". I felt so embarrassed! How can 
you answer an accusation like that? I hastily explained 
to the sheep that It was a case of mistaken identity. 
"You're wrong," I exclaimed, running home my denial, b ■ 
fore taking it on the lam. I sm quite prepared to talk 
to sheep, it is only geese that get. try goat.

However, I don’t, want to write about those parcels 
either. Nor about the seashells and the coral, or any 
of the others that lie outside the main spectrum. Main
ly that Joni sends us Is Jam. No kidding,.

Joni makes these preserves. Assorted jellies. 
Apparently site auctions them at various Midwest Conven
tions, with the proceeds going to TAFF and DUFF. She 
also malls them to me. Well, that’s (K. I am a fan. I 
have a Cosmic Mind. I can. handle this concept, khat if 
she does spend fifteen dollars sending me the same 
amount of jam that I can buy at the local Kwik Save for 
three? 1 certainly can't buy these varieties. So I do 
what any fan would do. I sit there, a satisfied smile 
upon, ny face, looking at an aroty jar of ’Mother Joni's 
TAFF/DUFF Peach & Ginger Jelly', and I respond as I ex
pect arty fan would. Well, what would you do when you've 
enjoyed something tliat another fan has produced and which 

you received through the mall? Well, that’s what 1 did. 
I LoCed it.

It seemed the normal famish thing to do.
Imagine try surprise when, in a subsequent letter, 

Joni revealed that this was the first LoC she'd ever got 
on her jellies. Well, at first 1 was kinds pleased. I 
mean, there are these famous LoCsttiths in fandom — Harty 
Warner and Mike Glicksohn spring itonediately to mind — 
but none of them have ever written a LoC on Joni's 
jellies. It's me, ME! I am the only fan who has ever 
LoCed a jar of j®n. I felt proud, though kinds humble. 
I mean, why sm I so special? 1 guess I never really 
thought about it this way before, but I always thought 
fans were kind of special. "Show me a fan," 1 might 
have said (although I didn’t), "and 1'11 show you sotie- 
one who'd Ix£ a jar of jam". So, I began to feel dis
appointed in fandom. I began to feel let down. Fandom,- 
hew could you do this to me?

The fact is, I always thought that fandom was basic
ally made up of lateral thinkers, and I like to think 
that I'm one. In fact my own definition of a lateral 
thinker would be someone who'd LoC a jar of jam. Fan- 
dan has let me down. Don't do it again, Fandom. Get 
your act together. There will be a test afterwards. I 
am reminded of this by what happened this writing, 
coupled with ny own response to the first mailing of 
apa-jan. Weil, we aren't in quite the same income 
bracket as Joni. Cone to think of it, we aren't in the 
same income bracket as your basic abject pauper, al- 
tho-ugh we expect to get that high eventually. We cer
tainly aren't in the ’cotqpiete Japanese itreal' league.
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So I sent Joni a packet of crisps. That's ’potato 
chips' to you US fans. Cas and I went to see our Bank 
Manager, and we took out a mortgage on a packet of 
crisps. Hedgehog flavour.

Now sane people don't like Hedgehog Crisps. They 
say they're too prickly. Well. I haven't tried them my
self, but I would have thought they were the ideal 
snack. You can eat and pick your teeth at the same 
time. Which recalls to my mind the situation in bed 
thia morning. Now if you associate the words 'bed*, 
and 'eating', and ‘picking your teeth', and husband and 
wife, with *rude things*, then you get aero points, and 
you are in for a big disappointment. If you associate 
them with eating {jackets of crisps then you probably 
knew Cas, and are therefore disqualified for cheating. 
But I suppose 1 ought to back up a ways and set the 
scene.

Cas works nights. Sane nights anyway. One of toe 
nights she works is Friday. She does a twelve hour 
shift starting at 2000 hours Friday night and stretch
ing through until 0800 hours .Saturday morning. Then 
she cornea home. Then she goes to bed ... which is where 
she meets me. I am still there from Friday night and 
just about to get up and face Saturday. She takes her 
clothes off and says, "Hi. I'm Cas." 1 say "Hello. 
I'm Skel," before getting up and getting dressed. It 
makes a weird and freaky start to the weekend. However, 
there is a slight overlap. No, not that sort of over
lap — 1 told you there were no *rude things*. Gas is 
fucked before she comas to bed. A twelve-hour shift of 
looking after old ladies and believe me, you'd be fuck
ed too. So we have an early-morning cliangeover. She 
comes to bed with her 'Late-night' coffee, and joins me 
with ray early-morning tea. She. also brings her supper, 
which usually consists of a couple of packets of crisps. 
Don't knock it. It Is the only meal we usually share, 
at least to so many decimal places.

Well, this training she said it. "1 wish someone 
would invent a packet of crisps that doesn't mi up with 
more crisps in the bed than in you." Now Cas Is a fan, 
but she isn't a tzufan. She is quite happy to leave it 
at that, to sit and wait for someone to Invent anti- 
gravity crisps. Quite wtet she intends to do with a 
ceilingful of crumbs, I. have no idea. Not me though. 
I am a trufan. I can't leave it at that. I am a lat
eral thinker, and tny lateral thinking stretches out un
til it reaches the horizon. Of course, such lateral 
thinking, to such an extent, must make for shallow 
thought processes, but if you suggest that in my hear
ing 1*11 scratch your toenails out.

Weil, the fact is that nobody is likely to invent 
anti-gravity crisps. Let's face it, if they do invent 
anti-gravity blinkered scientific thinking will ensure 
that it doesn't get applied to anything useful, like 
crisps in bed, until all. the military ramifications 
have been thoroughly explored. Well, not to worry, I 
am here. My mind immediately seized upon the concept. 
Well, it would. There I was, layed in bed reading TRAP- 
DOCK #3. Let's face it, when you're reading TRAPDOOR, 

your brain will seize upon anything.
As a quick segue ... drat exactly are the military 

ramifications of antigravity crisps? You can't think of 
any? Oh fandom, you've let me down again!

But I steel myself against such disappointments. 
Crisps in the bed, that's die problem.

Well, rny first thought is an electrostatic charge 
Isn't it yours? I have this thought that a strong posi- ’ 
tive charge on both the crisps and the duvet should 
solve die problem. Like charges repel, or repulse. You 
know this, I don't have to explain it. Let's face it, 
aren't you repulsed by anyone 'who, like charges for his 
fanzine? Of course you are. Thus, if you could apply 
the same electrostatic charge to the crisps and the du
vet, you would end up with things that repelled each 
other. You couldn’t get cnrnbs in the bed. I explained 
this to Cas. She said, "So how come you're here?" 1 
pvt this down to a natural testiness caused by overwork 
and a crockful of crumbs. What else could it be? But 
then, she's been increasingly testy of late. Maybe 
she's...

However, I have this feeling that an electrostatic 
charge isn't the couple te answer. Well, tty and imagine 
the crisp-bits skittering across the duvet and plummeting 
lemming-like over the edge of the bed. I don't think 
you'd be up to such an experience first tiling in the 
morning. Try and imagine a typical Midwestern house
hold ... a typical Midwestern ski-resort-owning house
hold:

"Joni? You know those crisps you're eating, the 
ones Skel sent you? Well, I think they're still alive." 

^IWK!! !*
No. Plus of course the fact that all the crisp 

bits are going to end up on the floor, in the very 
place that you're going to step onto them when you go 
for a pee later. Well, there aren't many things worse 
to step into than scrunchy crisp bits. Getting out of 
bed and wrapping your toes around a slimy slug is one 
of the things that's wrse, as are dung beetles. Every 
bit as bad is stepping into a pool of cold vomit. I can 
only speak for cold vomit you understand. For all I 
know stepping into a puddle of warm vomit might be quite 
sn uplifting experience. I dunno. Let's face it, if 
the vomit is still warm, then it probably hasn't been 
there long enough for you to forget about it, and any
one who knowingly and deliberately steps into a pool of 
vomit isn't someone I want to have anything to do with 
anyway. If you are just such a person, then please stop 
reading this article Immediately! Go away. Go for a 
paddle, or something. Just don’t take your shoes and 
socks off when I'm In the roan, OK?

Cod! I thought it was bad enough when fandom 
started getting filled up with trekkies and media fen. 
but vomit-paddlers? Jeezus!

Well obviously an alternative approach was called 
for. Fortunately, as a Systems Analyst I am used to 
considering alternative approaches. Nor dees it matter 
how silly the approach is, because I am also a fan. No 
matter how silly the approach I know that some fan has
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used It. Thus I came up with the optimum solution. 
Velcro.

Mow, I've got to admit I flrat thought of this sol
ution whilst thinking of the Kenay Everett Video Show. 
You know the sketches I am referring to, although they 
ate by no means restricted to the Kenny Everett Show. 
They ate the ones were the character opens something, 
arid it falls up. You know, where the entire scene Is 
shot with the characters fixed up to the celling, end 
then the shot is inverted on screening so that gravity 
appears to be reversed. Well It dawned on me that this 
was the answer. If we could fix the bed to the ceiling 
then all our problems would be solved. Of course we 
would then be faced with the problem of keeping us in 
bed. rather than keeping the cnrnbs out, but that is 
fairly easy to get around. All you need ia sheets 
made of velcro, and a strip of velcro on the back of 
your pajamas. Simple, not Thus, you stay in bed, but 

the crumbs fall ‘down’ onto the ‘celling', which is of 
course the floor. Of course, if you sleep *au natur- 
elle* then you do have a problem, but it serves you 
right for being a dirty fucker.

So what is it all about? Cas raises a serious 
philosophical dllesma, and 1 spend the entire day 
attempting to resolve it. Then Cas wakes up and asks, 
“Where's ny tea?". Well, obviously it isn’t ready. 
After all, I've been wrestling with this all day, 
haven't I? Bloody Hell! After all, one can’t tackle 
important philosophical points and get someone's tea 
ready at the same time.

So I show Cas this article.
Strangely, she is not impressed. She says I have 

got it all wrung. What does she know? Well, she knows 
that she is bigger than me. She also says that I seem 
to have my priorities wrong.

Maybe I should go through another fannish 'change'.

•DIABOLOGIC, contto froa page 36) 
cane to watch, including a few ball players who came to 
watch the cheerleader.

Still, hardly no one will believe you that ping 
pong is good exercise, and in most neighborhood pickup 
games it isn’t. Qi, it beats tossing a beachball around 
or playing with the cat, but as exercise it woul&i't be
gin to de much for you unless you played it for three 
hours after every meal. Strictly on an exercise quo
tient basis, sex rates higher and. you don't have to 
change your shoes for that, either, though for most peo
ple sex will exercise a different set of muscles.

After graduating from high school, but before tak
ing up semis sane ten years Later, most of my exercise 
was job-related. Fer exstole. bartending. I tended bar 
at several places in the northwoods of upstate MYok. 
You might not think that thete'd be much exercise in 
fixing dritass, and you'd be right, but at one place in 
particular I had to double as the bouncer. When you're 
just shy of 5*7" you can get a lot of exercise as a 
bouncer. The locals will leave you alone, but in a 
tough place the tourists will find you hard to believe. 
Th® Job dicin' t pay enough to conpensate for the blood — 
sometimes mine included — and for the permanent knuckle 
scars, but there was no question about it being heavy on 
'exercise. It wasn't always, however, the kind of exer
cise Eiichi would keep you in step®. More often it was 
just the opposite, serving to raise artificial bumps and 
to flatten natural ones. I finally gave It up when the 
antiseptic and gauze-bandage bills started to become a 
major expense.

Other jobs were heavy on exercise, too. Shovelling 
snow off the roofs of smraar homes, for example. Par'd- 
cuter ly challenging were the corrugated aluminum roofs. 
The trick ma to ram the snow without disturbing the 
crust of ice which hugged the roof. Hie hazard ws in a 
tendency of the ice to part company at the peak of the 
roof and to slide off with a great, thunderous roar, 
bearing you and your shovel with it. The exercise ms 

vaguely similar to tobogganing, but burned off more cal
ories. This was because of the adrenalin surge which 
was caused by the potential hazard of having a dagger 
of ice rammed through your body upon ultimate Impact. 
In the northwoods there were stories, you know. Prob
ably still are.

Bowling seemed like less exercise than most any
thing I could imagine. Someone in good condition who 
bowls at tournament level tray expend as much energy in 
□ne competition as you or 1 do in standing up after 
awakening. To go off in another direction, I’ve seen 
bowlers walk up to the foul line, set the ball down be
tween their feet, and use both hands to push it toward 
the pins at a speed telly moderately faster than the 
Second Coming of Christ. I mean, any sport where you 
gain weight from the two beers you drink during or 
after the game just isn't any great shakes as exercise.

Tennis is the sport, or the exercise, that I took 
up. I know why I took it up, but the real question is 
why I kept at it. Tenuis Is not a game that gives you 
any immediate enjoyment or satisfaction. Week after 
week you put on shorts and run around making a fool of 
yourself. This is because you don't know how to do 
what you know you're supposed to do, and even to learn 
badly takes a lot of time. Anyone playing tennis who 
has not of necessity had to buy another pair of tennis 
shorts is either gifted or still sub-hacker level or 
needs to launder their shorts more often. You take up 
temis and you raise up blisters, and you are actually 
relieved when you learn that eventually your feet and 
your racket hand will develop protective natural shields 
closely resembling armor. Your other hand will be fine 
and normal, but in. cterparison the palm will look like 
it's been hiding in your pocket for years. Carried to 
an extreme, elder pros such as Rod Laver and Ken Rose- 
wall each have one entire arm which looks like it was 
transplanted from Arnold Schwartzenegger.

I used to play tennis a couple of times a week when 
I lived in the LArea, and that was year 'round. Out



here in Cinsanlty.we have Seasons and can’t afford in- 
door court memberships and fees, so local fan & skiffy 
writer Steve Leigh and I. hit the public courts (often 
literally) on Sunday mornings when weather permits. 
And sometimes even when it doesn't, really. We get all 
hot and sweaty and then crawl back here and drink beer 
(without gaining weight; we go for the muscle tsa&, 
while balancing off the calories we've burned...). The 
problem, however, Isn’t with the beer. It's with the 
seasons. As winter passes and a new season begins, the 
knowledge and skills are still there but in terms of 
fitness we're starting over at aero. Zero means your 
calluses disappeared before Christmas, and a new set 
will begin with blisters being formed, rubbed off, re- 
formed, etc. Zero nwns waiting for a second wind that 
never comes, or arrives just as your partner Is serving 
for the match. Zero means calling Mother Nature the 
winner when you’ve each won one set and can care up with 
mutually agreeable excuses to ditch the third and head 
for the beer and repose.

Tennis, unlike table tennis (the hardcore never 
call It ping pong), is even better than sex as exercise, 
but for tennis you do have to change your shoes and the 
scoring is somewhat different. There are other points 
in cannon, though: Serving, rushing, slaatnlng., chang- 
it’S sides, getting a rhythm going, ground strokes, top 
spin, using two balls, and with mixed doubles there's 
a lot more playing around. Sex is not, however, sub
limated tennis. ("1 hear that you play with your hus
band, Mrs. Jones, fees he beat you?" "Yes, dansrdt, 
every time." "Can't understand It. Watched him play 
once. He rushed a lot, and his ground strokes were too 
short. Not enough stroke preparation, and he overruns 
the ball.” "Yes, well, that's the probban.")

Even ignoring the blisters and wounded dignity, 
tennis is a hazardous sport. In the dark 1 once impaled 
my wrist on the loose end of a piece of steel strapping 
which held the court light timer switch to a pole. One 
time I was moving along, the back of a non-standard 
court, keeping an eye on a high-bouncer and trying to 
be there before it hit the back wall, and almost knocked 
try-self out cn a pole which stood & foot out from the 
wall. Steve. Leigh has sprained his ankle twice and his 
back once, and is thinking of getting a longer racket 
which can also double as a cane or a splint.

If What you want is exercise, it's probably best to 
do exercises. Sports -can be fun, but they serve better 
as hazards than as exercise. Never, forinstance, take 
up boxing for the exercise, though as training for mara
thon dancing it can’t be beat. Tennis will get you in 
shape for carpet beating. Ping Pong Is good training if 
you plan on moving to an area where malaria is a prob
lem. Football Is good If you want to hone your skills 
for pickpocketing Ln crowded urban areas.

To Lwtcve your farming skills you might consider a 
different set of sports. Basketball, forinstance, will 
help keep the floor uncluttered around your wastebasket 
if you’re a fartwriter. Three-legged sack races keep you 
in trim for coediting, as does tag-team wrestling.

Machine-gun target practice is good exercise for doing 
mailing comments, and Acapulco cliff diving and stud 
wrestling might get you in shape for involvement in a 
fan fund. Marathon racing can’t be beat as warmup for 
all-night convention partying, though running in place 
or treading water is n»re useful if you're rooming in 
the min party hotel and use the elevators as often as 
you see them. Javelin throwing promotes muscle tone for 
fanzine and skiffy reviewers, or you might consider darts 
if you’re not all that heavy into RTF reviewing. Per- 
sotially, I think that mountain climbing gives you an 
edge in preparation for publishing a regular and fre
quent genzine, that flying and cranking over a single
prop airplane gets you. ready- for running a mimec or 
ditto, and that arm-wrestling helps if you’re not Into 
plying, wheedling, and cajoling material for your fan
zine.

But if healthful exercise were really related to 
sports, there'd be no such thing as sports medicine.

Or, at least, I don't think there would be.

Three skits in unremitting succession about sports. 
That's not too many.

Actually, in post-mortem, what we have in DXABODCGIC 
is an introductory section of editorial natter, the first 
in a continuing series of sideways looks at the subject 
of time, a long overdue and well-deserved catharsis, a 
skit Which reveals only that I'm not really into sports, 
and an obligatory exercise in filling-in the blank spot 
froti here to the bottom of the page. Of such things are 
editorials made.

In the next editorial we (we: ire and the cigarette 
lighter in my pocket) will have more natter, another 
sideways look at the subject of tirne^ and whatever else 
canes to mind as I stare at blank paper (unless it's only 
to get up and fetch another drink).

In the next issue, which will not be three months 
late because it will not be this hunot^us, Lon and Al and 
Dean will kick In a second round of wordwhipping with 
their colums (Al has already turned in & good part of 
his next installment), and I don’t think there will be 
outside articles mainly because I won't be soliciting 
any (but if they turn up, maybe there will be). In the 
absence of arkles, there will be a fair-sized lettercol- 
u®. Those of you familiar with my old genzine AWRY will 
be correct if you assume that it will not be your basic, 
standard, count-on-it routine type of lettered. Those 
of you not familiar with AWRY can check with those who 
are, and thereby be assured that yes, indeed, it's okay 
to write without trepidation. (One note of caution, how
ever. I subscribe to the Bruce D. Arthurs school of 
handling letters of conment: no DSQb or DNPs. If you 
send one of those, don't be surprised to see it as the 
lead item in the next lettered...)

Also, beginning with the next issue, a new permanent 
feature: unpublished/reprinted material by erstwhile fan 
Ed Cagle. There's a story here, and I'll tell it next 
time. For now, look forward to it. And be sure to write.
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